
EC 11 - MODERN MISSION AND ECUMENICS

Fall 1984 Mr. Moffett

Reading Requirements

Students will be expected to complete the following reading during the semester

from the two textbooks:

J. Verkuyl, Contemporary Missiology , pp . 1-71, 89-122, 163-260, 309-340

Paul A. Crow, Christian Unity: Matrix for Mission

In addition, from the Reading List:

300 pages from the General section

300 pages from the section on Ecumenics

200 pages from Missionary Biography

Papers Required

1. Two reports will be required on the reading, one at the end of each Reading

Week. Each paper will contain a one-page outline of a book you have chosen
to read from the recommended list, and an additional half page of your own

personal reaction to the book, whether positive or negative.

2. One 10-page paper will be required on one of the following subjects, OR on a

subject of your own choosing (which must be approved by the professor):

The History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1981
Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Ecumenical Movement
Why the 19th Century has been Called "The Great Century" of Missions
Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Missionary Movement
An Exposition of the Great Commission
The Missio Dei
The Present State of Mission in Your Denomination
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Third World Churches
Who Are the "Unreached"?
A Critical Appraisal of the Christian Movement in a Third World Country
What Is the Mission of the Church?
Social Action and Missions
The Stages in Mission: Trends from the 19th to the 20th Century
Cooperation or Union: What is the Ecumenical Goal?
The 20th Century Ecumenical Councils
The World Council of Churches and Evangelical Ecumenicity
The International Missionary Council and its Role in the Ecumenical Movement

Course Outline

I . Introductory

The significance of missions and ecumenics in history
Tensions between missions and ecumenics
Their essential relationship

II . Approaches to a Definition of Mission

The Biblical base
The Old Testament: from Abraham to the Suffering Servant
The Intertestamentary period
The New Testament

Jesus and the "Great Commission"
"Apostle" and "missionary"; the 12 and the 70
Paul the missionary
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Course Outline, continued

Current Interpretations of "Mission"
The Biblical concept compared with the classical 19th century form
Changes in 20th century concepts

"From mission to church": rise of the younger churches
"From missions to mission": the ecumenical movement

Current reactions to these trends

III

.

The Meaning of Ecumenics

The word "ecumenics"
How ecumenics differs from other disciplines
Sources of church division: Biblical and contemporary

IV

.

The History of Ecumenics

Early approaches to unity
The Ecumenical Councils
Reformation attempts to recover unity: Bucer and Calvin

The roots of the modern ecumenical movement
18th century revival
19th century missions
20th century church unions (especially Church of South India)

V

.

The Organization of the Modern Ecumenical Movement

Mission: Edinburgh 1910 and the International Missionary Council
Unity: The World Council of Churches

VI

.

Current Issues in Missions and Ecumenics

Critique of the ecumenical movement, and the rise of alternatives
Critiques of the missionary movement, and the unfinished task

Reading List

* Books marked * are on reserve in the library.

General

Roland Allen, Missionary Motives: St. Paul’s or Ours. 1962
* G. H. Anderson and T. Stransky, Mission Trends: No. 1; and No. 2

J. H. Bavinck, An Introduction to the Science of Missions. 1960

G. H. Anderson, Witnessing to the Kingdom: Melbourne and Beyond. 1982
* David J. Bosch, Witness to the World. 1980
Pierce Beaver, The Gospel and Frontier Peoples.

* Pierce Beaver, American Protestant Women in World Mission. 1980
Pierce Beaver, The Missionary Between the Times. 1968

John T. Boberg and J. Scherer, Mission in the 70s. 1972
Jose Comblin, The Meaning of Mission. 1978

* Orlando Costas, The Church and Mission: A Shattering Critique from the Third World.

F. E. Edwards, The Role of the Faith Mission.
A. F. Glasser, et al . , Crucial Dimensions in World Evangelization. 1976

D. J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross-Culturally . 1978

* David Barnett, World Christian Encyclopedia
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Reading List: General, continued

* J. C. Hoekendijk, The Church Inside Out. 1966

Norman Horner, Protestant Cross-Currents in Mission: Ecumenical-Conservative

Encounter. 1968
J. H. Kane, Understanding Christian Missions. 1978

Charles H. Kraft, Christianity in Culture. 1979

Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God. 1955

Eugene Nida, Message and Mission: The Communication of the Christian Faith. 1960

D. T. Niles, Upon the Earth. 1962
Stephen Neill, The Unfinished Task. 1957

D. M. Paton, The Reform of the Ministry (on Roland Allen). 1968
* John Stott, Christian Mission in the Modern World. 1972

Elton Trueblood, The Validity of the Christian Mission. 1972

G. F. Vicedom, The Mission of God. 1965
Peter Wagner, Church Growth and the Whole Gospel. 1981

* Ralph Winter and S. Hawthorne, Perspectives on the World Christian Mission, 1981

Reilly, Michael C., Spirituality for Mission. 1978
G. F. Moede, Oneness in Christ, 1981

Ecumenics

A. J. van der Bent, What in the World is the World Council of Churches?
Geneve: WCC, 1978

Pierce Beaver, Ecumenical Beginnings in Protestant World Mission. New York:
Nelson, 1962

Paul Crow and W. J. Boney, Church Union at Midpoint. New York: Association
Press, 1972

* Harold E. Fey (ed.), A History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1968.
Philadelphia: Westminster, 1970

R. N. Flew and R. E. Davies, The Catholicity of Protestantism. London:
Lutterworth, 1950

Norman Goodall, The Ecumenical Movement. London: Oxford, 1961
* Harvey T. Hoekstra, The World Council of Churches and the Demise of Evangelism.

Wheaton: Tyndale, 1979
*W. Richie Hogg, Ecumenical Foundations: A History of the International

Missionary Council. New York: Harper, 1962
* Leon Howell, Acting in Faith: The World Council Since 1975.
Robert Kaiser, Pope, Council and World: The Story of Vatican II. New York:
Macmillan, 1963

Ernst Lange, And Yet It Moves... Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979
* John A. Mackay, Ecumenics: The Science of the Church Universal
Lesslie Newbigin, The Household of God. New York: Friendship Press, 1954
A. C. Outler, That the World May Believe. (Unity for Methodists.) New York:
Methodist Board of World Mission, 1966

Edward A. Powers, In Essentials Unity: An Ecumenical Sampler. New York:
Friendship Press, 1982

Marcel Pradervand, History of the World Presbyterian Alliance of Reformed Churche
Stanley Rycroft, The Ecumenical Witness of the United Presbyterian Church.
New York: COEMAR, 1968

W. A. Visser t' Hooft, Has the Ecumenical Church a Future? Belfast:
Christian Journals, 1974

Lerond Curry, Protestant-Catholic Relations in America. Lexington:
University of Kentucky, 1972
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Reading List: Ecumenics, continued

Paul Ramsey, Who Speaks for the Church? Nashville: Abingdon, 1967
* E. Schillebeeckx, The Real Achievement of Vatican II. 1967

G. F. Moede, Oneness in Christ. 1981

Theology of Missions (for your information, but not required for this course)

G. H. Anderson (ed.), Christian Mission in Theological Perspective. New York:
Abingdon, 1967

J. Blauw, The Missionary Nature of the Church. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962
Hendrick Kraemer, The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World. New York:

International Missionary Council, 1947
Charles W. Forman, A Faith for the Nations. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1947
Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978
Arthur Glasser and D. A. McGavran, Contemporary Theologies of Mission. 1983

Biographies (a sampling)

T

Jack Beeching, An Open Path: Christian Missionaries 1515-1914. 1979
Ruth A. Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya : A Biographical History... 1983
William Axling, Kagawa. 1932
James Broderick, St. Francis Xavier, 1506-1552. 1952

A. J. Apposamy, The Cross is Heaven: Life and Writings of Sadhu Sundar Singh. 1957

James Buchan, The Expendable Mary Slessor.
John Pollock, Hudson Taylor and Maria. 1962

John Richardson, Peace Child. 1974
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, New Frontiers for Old. 1946

* C. Howard Hopkins, John R. Mott

. . . and many, many other missionary biographies. Find one of your own choosing,
and secure approval from professor.
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Students vill be expected to complete the following reading during the semester

from the textbooks:

J. Yerkuyl, CONTEMPORARY MISSIOLOGY, pp, 1-71, 89-122. 163-260, 309-340

Paul A. Crow, CHRISTIAN UNITY: MATRIX FOR MISSION
G, H, Anderson and T. F. Stransky, MISSION TRENDS No. I

In addition from the Reading List:

300 pages from the C:an.er.al section
300 pages from the section on EavKP.en.ickg

200 pages from N

i

ss ioaftr.y

.

1. Two reports will be required on the reading, the first at the beginning of th

first Reading Week, October 31st; the second at the end of Thanksgiving Recess,

December Pud. Each book report will contain a one-page outline of a bock you have

chosen to read from the recommended list, and an additional half page of your own

personal reaction to the book, whether positive or negative.
2. One 10-page paper will be required cn one of the following subjects, OR on a

subject of your own choosing (must be approved by the professor). The paper is due at

the beginning of the final Reading Period, January 7th.

The History of the Ecumenical Movement, .1948-1981: Progress or Decline?
Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Ecumenical Movement
Why the 10th Century has been called ”The Great Century” of Missions
Recent Criticisms and Defenses of the Missionary Movement
An Exposition of the Greet Commission
The MisaiOwD.ei
The Present State of Mission in Your Denomination
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Third World Churches
Who Are the KUnreached*'?

A Critical Appraisal of the Christian Movement in a Third World Country
What is the Mission of the Church?
The Stages in Mission: Trends from the 19th to the 20th Century
Cooperation or Union: What is the Ecumenical Goal?
The 20th Century Ecumenical Councils. Write a critical appraisal of one Council

or Assembly.
The International Missionary Council and its Role in the Ecumenical Movement

Term papers and book reports may be turned in to Ms. Maudie Farrow, Room 104,
21 Dickinson Street.
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COURSE OUTLINE

The significance cf missions and ecumenic 3 in history
Tensions between missions and ecumenic

s

Their essential relationship

The Biblical base
The Old Testament: from Abraham to the Suffering Servant
The Interte&taaentary period
The New Testament

Jesus and the ’’Great Commission”
"Apostle” end "missionary”; the 12 and the 70

Paul the missionary
Current Interpretations of "Mission”

The Biblical concept compared with the classical 19th century form
Changes in 20th century concepts

"From mission to church”: rise of the younger churches
’’From missions to mission”: the ecumenical movement

Current reactions to these trends

The word "ecumenics"
How ecumenics differs from other disciplines
Sources of church division; Biblical, acd contemporary

TV.

Early approaches to unity
The Ecumenical Councils
Reformation attempts to recover unity: Bucer and Calvin

The roots of the modern ecumenical movement
13th century revival
19th century missions
20th century church unions (especially Church of South India)

Mission: Edinburgh 1910 and the International Missionary Council

Unity: The World Council of Churches

VI . Curx enxt , ?E&aA&a.

Critique of the ecumenical movement, and the rise of alternatives

Critiques of the missionary movement, and the unfinished task
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READING LIST

Boc&s marked * are an reserve in the library.

Geuenal

Roland Allens Missionary Motives: St. Paul's or Curs, 1962
* G.H. Anderson and T. Stransky, Mission Trends: No. 1; and No. 2

J.H. B&vinck, An Introduction to the Science of Missions, i960

G.B. Anderson, Witnessing to the Kingdom: Melbourne and Beyond, 1982
* David J. Bosch, Witness to the World, 1980

Pierce Beaver, The Gospel and Frontier Peoples
* Pierce Beaver, American Protestant Women in Wot Id Mission, 1930

Pierce Beaver, The Missionary Between the Times, 1963

John T. Boberg and J. Scherer, Mission in the 70s, 3972

Jose Comblin, The Meaning of Mission, 1978
* Orlando Costas, The Church and Mission: A Shattering Critique from the Third World
F. E. Edwards, The Role of the Faith Mission
* A.F. Glasser, ct al«, Crucial Dimensions in World Evangelization, 1976

D„J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross-Culturally, 1978
* David Barnett, World Christian Encyclopedia
J.C, Roekindi.ik, The Church Inside Out, 1966

Norman Horner, Protestant Cross-Currents in Mission: Ecumenical-Conservative
Encounter, 1968

J.H. Kane, Understanding Christian Missions, 1978

Charles H, Kraft, Christianity in Culture, 1979

Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God, 1955

Eugene Nida, Message and Mission: The Communication of the Christian Faith, I960

D.T. Niles, Upon the Earth, 1962

Stephen Neill, The Unfinished Task, 1957

D.M. Paton, The Reform of the Ministry (on Roland Allen), 1968
* John Stott, Christiau Mission in the Modern World, 1972
Elton Trueblood, The Validity of the Christian Mission, 1972

G. F. Viccdom, The Mission of God, 1965

Peter W&gner, Church Growth and the Whole Gospel, 1981

Ralph Winter and 3. Hawthorne, Perspectives on the World Christian Mission, 1981

Michael C. Reilly, Spirituality for Mission, 1978

Allen V. Xopp, American Evangelical Missionaries in France, 1945-1975. Lanham, KD:

University Pres 3 of America, 1986

^inay Samuel and Chris Sugden, Sharing Jesus in the Two Thirds World, Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1983

Lesslie Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greeks. Grand Papids, MI: Eerdmans, 1966

Fierce Beaver, Ecumenical Beginnings in Protestant World Mission. New York: Nelson,
1962

Paul Crow and W.J. Bcney, Church Union at Midpoint. New York: Association Press, 1972
J. Desseaux, Twenty Centuries of Ecumenism. Paulist, 1984
* Harold E. Fey (ed.), A History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1948-1968, Philadelphia

Westminster, 1970

Norman Goodall, The Ecumenical Movement. London: Oxford, 1961

William G. Rusch, Ecumenism. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985

Geoffrey Wainwright, The Ecumenical Movement. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983
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* Harvey T. Hoekstra, The World Council of Churches and the Demise of Evangelism.
Wheaton: TyndaXe, 1979

* W. Richie Hogg, Ecumenical Foundations: A History cf the International Missionary
Council* New York: Harper, 1962

Leon Howell, Acting in Faith: The World Council Since 3975

Robert Kaiser, Pope, Council and World: The Story of Vatican II. New York: Macmil
Ian, 1963

Ernst Lange, And Yet it Moves... Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979
* John A. Mackay, Ecuaenics: The Science of the Church Universal
Resells Newbigin, The Household of God. New York: Friendship Press, 1954
Marcel Pradervand s History of the World Presbyterian Alliance of Reformed Churches
Stanley Rycroft, The Ecumenical Witress of the United Presbyterian Church. New York

COEKAR, i960
W.A, Visser t

f liooft, Has the Ecumenical Church a Future? Belfast: Christian Journ
als, 1974

Lerond Curry, Protestant-Catholic Relations in America. Lexington: University of

Kentucky, 1972

Paul Ramsey, Who Speaks for the Church? Nashville: Abingdcn, 3967

E. Schillebeeckx, The Real Achievement of Vatican II. 1967

G.F. Moede, Oneness in Christ. Princeton: 1981

The.slo-r^ur. :is.js ians (for your information, but not required for this course)

G.H. Anderson (ed.), Christian Mission in Theological Perspective. Nex# York:

Abingdon, 1967

J, BXauw, The Missionary Nature of the Church. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962

Hendrick Kraemer, The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World. New York:

International Missionary Council, 3947

Charles W. Form&n, A Faith for the Nations. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1947

Lesslie Nevbigin, The Open Secret. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978

Arthur Glasser and D.A, McGevran, Contemporary Theologies of Mission, 1983

Blo^rsahigs

Jack Beeching, An Open Path: Christian Missionaries 1515-1914. 1979

Ruth A* Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Java: A Biographical History... 1983

William Ax ling, Kagawa. 1932

James Broderick, St. Francis Xavier, 1506-1552. 1952

A.J. Appas&my, The Cross is Heaven: Life and Writings of Ssdhu Sundar Singh. 1957

James Buchan, The Expendable Mary Slessor

John Pollock, Hudson Taylor and Maria. 1962

Don Richardson, Peace Child. 1974

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, New Frontiers for Old. 1946

C. Howard Hopkins, John R. Mott

Elizabeth Elliot, Shadow of the Almighty [Jim Elliot]. Grand Rapids, Zondervan, 1958

Wilbert: R. Shenk, Henry Venn-Missionary Statesman. Marylcnoll, N.Y.: Orbis, i 9 83

...and many, many other missionary biographies. Find one of your own choosing,

and secure approval from professor.



EC 11 MODERN MISSION AND ECUMENICS
First Semester, 1981-82. Mr. Moffett

COURSE OUTLINE
(Subject to change without notice)

I. Introductory.
The significance of mission and ecumenics in church and world history.
Tensions between mission and ecumenics
Their essential relationship

II. Approaches to a Definition of Mission.
The Biblical base.

The Old Testament: from Abraham to the Suffering Servant.
The New Testament: Jesus, the "great commission", Paul, the 12, the 70.

Current interpretations of "mission"
Mission and evangelism.
"Mission" or "missions".
Mission without ecumenics?

III. The Meaning of Ecumenics.
The word "ecumenics"
How ecumenics differs from other disciplines.
Biblical unity: Israel in the Old Testament

the Church in the New Testament
Sources of division: Biblical and contemporary
Ecumenics without mission?

IV. The History of Modern Missions.
Beginnings: from Ziegenbalg and Zinzendorf to William Carey.

The stages of mission: from paternalism to partnership
The "great century": 1792 to 191U.
The puzzling present: from 191U to 1981. Advance or retreat?

V. The History of Ecumenics.
The three roots: revival, missions and church union.
The ecumenical movement: International Missionary Council

WnlA

' ^or -*’ c* Council of Churches

VI. A»®*i Survey: the Churches of the "Third World"
Asia
Africa
Latin America

VII. Mission in the West: as a base for mission, and a challenge to mission.

VIII. Current Issues, in Mission and Ecumenics.
Reaching the Unreached
Church/Mission Relationships
Alternative ecumenical movements
Geneva and Rome

IX. What Hope for the Future?
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EC 11 MODERN MISSION AND ECUMENICS
First Semester, 1991-62. Mr. Moffett

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Primary Texts .

* Neill, Stephen. History of Christian Missions. Baltimore: Penguin, 196U
p

-x- Verkuyl, Johannes. Contemporary Missiology. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1976
Bassham, R.C. Mission Theology, 19L8-75 . . .Ecumenical, Evangelical and

Roman Catholic. Pasadena, CA: Wm. Carey, 1979
(# Required)

Recommended Reading . (-* on reserve, library)

general :

-x Anderson, G.H. & Stransky, T.F. Mission Trends: No. 1; No. 2. Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans. J97U, 197 .

x Glasser, A.F., et al. Crucial Dimensions in World Evangelization. Pasadena:
Wm. Carey, 1976.

* Hesselgrave, D.J. Communicating Christ Cross-Culturally. Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1978.

Hoekendijk, J.C. The Church Inside Out. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1966.

Horner, N.A. Protestant Cross-Currents in Mission: the Ecumenical-
Conservative Encounter.

Kraft, Charles H. Christianity in Culture... Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1979

McGavran, Donald. The Bridges of God. NY: Friendship Press, 1955
Nida, Eugene. Message and Mission: The Communication of the Christian

Faith. N.Y.: Harper & Row, I960

-x Vicedom, George F. The Mission of God. St. Louis: Concordia, 1965
Wagner, Peter. Church/Mission Tensions Today. Chicago: Moody, 1972

Theology of Missions

* Anderson, G. H. (ed.) Christian Mission in Theological Perspective.

NY: Abingdon, 1967

-x- Blauw, J. The Missionary Nature of the Church. NY: McGraw-Hill, 1962

-x Peters, G.W. A Biblical Theology of Missions. Chicago: Moody, 1972

Newbigin, Lesslie. The Finality of Christ. Richmond VA: J. Knox, 196

9

Ecumenics

x Eey, Harold E. (ed.) A History of the Ecumenical Movement, 19L8-1968.

Phila. : Westminster, 197o
* Hoekstra, Harvey T. The World Council of Churches and the Demise of

Evangelism. Wheaton IL: Tyndale, 1979

Hogg, W.R. Ecumenical Foundations: A History of the IMC. NY: Harper & Row, 1962

Newbigin, Lesslie. The Household of God. NY: Friendship Press, 195U

Beaver, R. Pierce. Ecumenical Beginnings in Protestant World Mission.

NY: Nelson, 1962
-4- Vc>sser t'Hooft, W.A. Has the Ecumenical Movement a Future? Belfast:

Christian Journals. Ltd. , 197U
Mackay, John A. Ecumenics

History of Missions

Latourette, K.S. A History of the Expansion of Christianity (vols.

A Winter, Ralph. The 25 Unbelievable Years, 19U5-1969. Pasadena: Wm. Carey
;

\<po



EC 43 - CHURCHES OF THE THIRD WORLD

Princeton Theological Seminary Mr. Moffett
Fall 1982

Reading List
Books marked with an asterisk

(*
*) are on reserve

Third World Churches - General

* David Barrett, World Christian Encyclopedia (Oxford, 1982)
* Walbert Buhlmann, The Coming of the Third Church (Maryknoll, NY, )

Steven G. Mackie (ed.). Can Churches Be Compared? (Geneva: WCC, )

Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God (New York, 1955)
Ralph D. Winter, The Twenty-Five Unbelievable Years (Pasadena, )

* Bengt Sundkler, The World of Mission, Part III, pp. 159-304 (Grand Rapids, 1965)
Henry P. Van Dusen, They Found the Church There (New York, 1945)
M. L. Hodges, On the Mission Field: The Indigenous Church (Chicago, 1953)

Africa

* H. W. Turner, History of an African Independent Church (Oxford, 1967)
D. A. McGavran and Norman Riddle, Zaire: Midday in Mission (Valley Forge, 1979)
John Taylor, Processes of Growth in an African Church (London, 1958). Pamphlet.

* Pius Wakatama, Independence for the Third World's Church: An African's
Perspective (Downers Grove, IL, 1976)

* Stanley Shaloff, Reford in Leopold's Congo (Richmond, 1970)
M.-F. Perrin-Jassy , Basic Community in the African Churches (Maryknoll, 1973)
Bengt Sundkler, Bantu Prophets in South Africa (London, 1961)
Bengt Sundkler, The Christian Ministry in Africa (London, 1960)
G. Bond et al . (eds.), African Christianity
Marie-Louise Martin, Kimbangu: An African Prophet and His Church (Oxford, 1975)
F. B. Welbourn, East African Rebels: A Study of Some Independent Churches

(London, 1961)
Robert T. Parsons, Windows on Africa (Leiden, 1971)
W. J. Hollenweger, Marxist and Kimbanguist Mission: A Comparison (Birmingham, 1973)
J. B. Grimley and G. E. Robinson, Church Growth in Central and Southern Nigeria

(Grand Rapids, 1966)
D. J. Bosch, Church and Culture Change in Africa (Pretoria, 1971)
C. G. Baeta, Prophetism in Ghana (London, 1962)
C. G. Baeta, Christianity in Tropical Africa (London, 1968)
D. A. Barrett, Schism and Renewal in Africa (Oxford, 1968)
M. L. Daneel, The Background and Rise of the Southern Shona Independent Churches

(Den Haag, 1971)
R. F. Coster, The Sierra Leone Church, A Contemporary Study (London, 1961)
G. M. Haliburton, The Prophet Harris and His Work in Ivory Coast and Western

Ghana (London, 1966)
F. B. Welbourn and S. A. Ogot, A Place to Feel at Home: A Study of Two Independent

Churches in Western Kenya (London, 1966)
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CH 01 - HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY I

Precept List - Fall 1981

Thursday, 11:40 (2) Thursday, 11:40 (3) Thursday, 1:20 (4) Thursday, 1:20
McCormack Mercadante Havens Boeke
33 Carriage House 34 Carriage House 203 Speer 202 Speer

Biglow Gillette Amon Baroni
Boardman Helmeke Baker Bone, R.
Bone Hof farth Becker Drucker
Boughter Howery Bowman Eiler
Cobbs Ibler Bromberger Evertsberg
Fearer Jennings Cottrel Hockenberry
Ferrell Jessup Forbes Lee, Kevin
Gilbertson Marsden Hammond Livesay
Haywood
Japinga

Massey Taylor
Williams

Marshall
Parkins

Thursday, 2:20 (6) Thursday, 3:20 (7) Thursday, 3:20 (8) Friday, 8:00
Havens Havens McVey Froehlich
Alumni Room, CC Alumni Room, CC 202 Speer Room C-2, CC

Allport Albano Badr Buller
Andrews Beaman Lysongo-Khar Carmichael
Bolitho Elsey Parker, T.C. Campbell, W.

Harrison Fuhrmeister Roberts, L.A. Christian
Johnson, D.B. Hawkinson Sharmann Cook
MeMichael McCall Sheldon Crute
Mull in Murphy Slaughter Culpeper
Nebelsick Parker, G.B. Stark DeArruda
Pettis Richmond Thomas East in

Willcox Shaw
Warner

Vandegrif

t

Engelmann
Olson, Ph.N.

Friday, 8:00 (10) Friday, 9:00 (11) Friday, 1:20 (12) Friday, 1:20

McVey Boeke Boeke McCormack

Alumni Room, CC Room C-2, CC 201 Speer 203 Speer

Arend Alick Barnes Fichther

Garrett Allen Brennan Lowry

Gretz Brett Brown, W. Robertson, G.

Harris Brumbaugh Dill Sellers

Kalehof

f

Davis, R. Ervin Shafer

Martin, B. Dixon Groth Sirchio

MeClean Fritz Jackson, V. Smith, J.W.

Patricia Germershausen Janney Swegart

Riggins Kahlau Myers Toburen

Ruff
Swift

Lee , Ki Watkins Walker, A.

Wicker
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CH 01 - Histrory of Christianity I - Fall 1981 - Precept List, continued

(13)

(17)

Friday, 1:20 (14) Friday, 2:20 (15) Friday, 2:20 (16) Friday, 2:20
Mereadante Mercadante McCormack Froehlich
202 Speer 201 Speer 33 Carriage House 202 Speer

Anderson, W. Gregg Ripley Avram
Goff Halbrocks Robinson, M. Benson
Harper Post Rousseau Berry
Kimbrough Roberts, P.E. Sass Brassard
Macdonald Rogers Sime Fulks
Melone Ross Strohm Gainer
Nthenge Shuster Thompson Johnson, T

Olson, L.L. Sprowl Wellman Richards
Park Stein Wingard Shannon
Weems Tongen Zimmermann Templeton

Friday, 2:20 (18) Friday, 3:20
McVey Froehlich
203 Speer 202 Speer

Campbell, J. Drew
Galimi Han
Hookey Lanford
Hudgins Magruder
Kim Renton
Kroener Schneider-Schroll
Nagle Smith, C.

Nichols Stratton
Pruitt Wicks
Wojahn Winters-Hazel ton



For the Committee on Mission and Ecumenics
December 15, 1981

Page

Page

Add?

SUGGESTION FOR CATALOGUE REVISION

9 Add to description: Ecumenics and Missions.

10 Ecumenics, Missiology, and the History of Religions .

Within the History Department, a subsection in Ecumenics and Missiology

provides for a distinctive concentration in Ph.D. studies on ecumenics,

missions and comparative religions. This interdisciplinary area of con-

centration draws on the resources of the fields of Church History, Theology,

and Religion and Society, with a special focus on the mission and ecumenical

relations of the church, the interaction of Christian faith with other

religions and secular ideologies, and the social and religious conditions

in which the church must define its mission.

The Ecumenics and Missiology comprehensive examinations in the History

Department should cover five of the following six areas—the first two

being required:

A. History of Christian mission

B. The ecumenical dimension of Christianity, historical and

contemporary

C. Study of one or more non-Christian religions

D. Critical study of the methods and issues of social, cultural and

political inquiry, and of mission across cultural, social and

political lines

E. Christian theology in mission context

F. Christian social ethics as a dimension of the church's mission

1. Supervising committee members from outside the Ch rch History Department

Add? 2. Language requirement
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Pagan or Jewish? The presentation of Paul’s Mission

in the Book of Acts

by

Doron Mendels*

In recent years a lively discussion about the origin of mission has reemerged.

There are scholars who argue that Christian mission derived from Judaism,

whereas others argue that it was not. Recently L. H. Feldman claimed that

elements of mission can be detected in pre-Christian Judaism. This, however,

cannot always be proven in a decisive manner, as Scot Mcknight attempted to

show .

1 As this problem is crucial for the understanding of pre-Christian Juda-

ism and its relation to Christianity, I would like to address here one aspect of

it.

In the past scholars who dealt with the problem of mission and conversion,

have not drawn enough attention tto the distinction between the ideas of

mission, and its methods as presented by hellenistic texts. In this article, in

honour of a scholar who dedicated his life to the study of Hellenism, Judaism

and Christianity, I will try to detect the techniques and methods of mission as

they appear in Christianity of the first century C.E., thus showing that they

derive from the hellenistic, rather than from the Jewish, world of the time.

1 Cf. recently L. H. Feldman, Jew and Gentile in the Ancient World (Princeton, 1993),

esp. chapter 9.4. Cf. in general A. von Harnack, Die Mission und Ausbreitung des Christ-

entums, vol. I (Leipzig, 1924); Joachim Jeremias says of Jesus that he “came upon the scene

in the midst of what was par excellence the missionary age of Jewish history" (in his Jesus’

Promise to the Nations [London, 1958], p. 12). F. M. Derwacter, Preparing the Way for

Paul. The Proselyte Movement in Later Judaism (NY, 1930), p.94 is more moderate saying

that “the method of itinerant teaching and preaching was a common phenomenon of the

time, and that the Jews of propagandist spirit followed it, as did the Christians and pagans".

Recently S. McKnight dedicated a whole study to this problem claiming that Second Temple
Judaism was largely unconcerned with missionary activity and that it was not a missionary

religion (A Light Among the Gentiles. Jewish Missionary Activity in the Second Temple
Period (Min, 1991). Basicallyl agree with this thesis (Mt 23:15 perhaps indicates that there

were exceptions to the rule). However, McKnight does not offer an alternative explanation

as to what was the origin of missionary activity.
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Two sources ot' different nature can be used for our comparison, both of

which contain a comprehensive description of mission in its different variations:

The Book of Acts, where Luke presents us with the most complete picture of

the work of a great missionary. It must be noted that whether Luke’s picture

reflects reality remains a question which should not trouble us here. Further-

more, the problem of the “real” Paul who emerges from his letters, and its

relation to Acts, is outside the scope of this study. 2

The question that does arise is whether there exists in Jewish literature before

Acts any text which contains such a comprehensive description of a missionary

at work. The answer is no. We do have some sporadic descriptions of mission in

Jewish and Samaritan texts, e.g. Abraham who teaches Chaldaic wisdom

(Pseudo-Eupolemus, in Praeparatio Evangelica 9.17.2-9), but no description

comparable to the one we find in Acts can be detected. Thus we turn to

hellenistic literature.

The main source for missionary heroes is Diodorus Siculus whose Floruit

occurred a century before Luke wrote the book of Acts. Diodorus wrote a

world history, the Bibliotheke, which was reflective of the concepts, ideologies,

and wishes of his era. 3 The Bibliotheke, in its socio-cultural setting, provides an

excellent background for the discussion of Paul’s activities as presented by

Luke.

Diodorus was influenced by the middle Stoa, which included personalities

such as Poseidonius (who came from Asia Minor and had the same cultural

background as Paul 4
). Diodorus collected the stories concerning the culture-

heroes, and their stories are well represented in the first five books of the

Bibliotheke which deal with the mythologies of the ancient Near East. From a

careful reading of Diodorus Siculus’ Bibliotheke (Books I- V), it becomes clear

that the stories concerning the culture-heroes and gods are not of the author’s

invention. He must have found them in various sources, reworked them and

2 The literary problems of Acts are not discussed here. Cf. for those C. J. Hemer, The Book
of Acts in the Setting of Hellenistic History (Tubingen, 1989), and C. J. Thornton, Der Zeuge
des Zeugen: Lukas als Historiker der Palusreisen (Tubingen, 1991); also G.E. Sterling,

Historiography and Self-Definition (Leiden, 1992), pp. 311—389. Some scholars thought of

the Book of Acts in terms of a traveller’s tale (W. L. Knox, The Acts of the Apostles [1948],

p.55 and cf. also Hemer, Acts), or a romance (M.J. Schierling, “The Influence of the

Ancient Romances on the Acts of the Apostles, Classical Bulletin 54 [1977-78], pp. 81-88).

Some were more grounded and said that chapters 16—28 are an itinerary diary (E. Trocme, Le
“Livre des Actes” et l’histoire [1957] pp. 128—138; G. Schille, “Die Fragwurdigkeit eines

Itinerars der Paulusreisen", ThLZ 84 (1985) cols. 165— 174, and A. D. Nock, Essays in

Religion and the Ancient World (Cambridge, Mass. 1972), vol.2, p.824-825, and H. Con-
zelmann, Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia, 1987), p. XXXIX. Cf. also E. PlCmacher,
“Eine Thukydidesremmiszenz in der Apostelgeschichte (Act 20,33-35 - Thuk II 97,3 f)",

ZNW 83 (1992), pp. 270-275.
3 K. S. Sacks, Diodorus Siculus (Princeton, 1990).
4 For the pre Christian Paul cf. M. Hengel, The Pre-Chnstian Paul (Philadelphia, 1991).
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given them a hellenistic interpretation, the extent or degree of which is at times

hard to ascertain. The Quellenforschung of Diodorus Siculus’ Bibliotheke is a

very complicated matter in itself and will not be discussed here. 5

Diodorus’ motivation for introducing his stories about the wandering gods is

mentioned in his illuminating introduction to book IV. Diodorus says that he is

about to recount the deeds of those “most renowned heroes and demigods and,

in general, about all who have performed any notable exploit in war, and

likewise about such also as in time of peace have made useful discovery or

enacted some good law contributing to man’s social life’’ (4. 1 .5) . He refers here

not only to the culture-heroes and gods of Greek origin, but to those from

“other nations” as well (4. 1 .5)

.

The culture-heroes, popular in hellenistic thought, were in fact primitive

missionaries. Primitive mission in hellenistic thought before Paul is here under-

stood as any action taken by individuals to convey a message, or to bring some

sort of progress, to a population in and/or outside the political/religious and/or

geographical sphere from which the mission/ary originates. The methods used

to convey the message can be peaceful or warlike. Examples of such culture-

heroes are Osiris, Dionysus, Semiramis and Myrina.

It will be argued here that the various method of mission which are to be

found in hellenistic culture-heroes, can be traced in Christian missionary ac-

tivities as described by Luke. These similarities become more significant if one

takes into account the differences in the nature of the sources involved, and the

different filters the original aspects of mission passed through. Diodorus Siculus

was a pagan author interested in mythology and the history of humankind,

whereas Luke, the author of Acts, was a Christian who was very well aware of

the position of Christianity versus Judaism and paganism, but who mainly

focused on the history of Paul’s mission (Acts 13 ff). The Book of Acts, as well

as Paul’s letters, were the result of the great polemics of the first century C. E.

between Judaism, Christianity and paganism. Diodorus Siculus’ writing is, of

course, free of this influence.

In spite of these and other differences, it is striking how similar the missio-

nary techniques and methods of the hellenistic culture-heroes and Paul as

described by Luke in Acts are. We should not be troubled by the fact that in

Acts we do not find the exact wording which is found in Diodorus’ Bibliotheke
,

since we do not claim that Luke used Diodorus directly. Luke was apparently

familiar with hellenistic literary topoi concerning the culture-hero. In other

words, the patterns of missionary activity embedded in tales of culture-heroes

in antiquity penetrated the depiction of the missionary activities of Paul by

Luke. As a result, his movements according to the book of Acts are much more

5 Cf. Diodorus Siculus, in RE 9 (1903), cols. 663- 704 (E. Schwarz); Sacks, Diodorus.
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understandable when read against the background of certain acts of mission

which we find in texts of the hellenistic world.

The aspects that can be discerned in hellenistic missionary heroes when

comparing them to Paul’s mission are the following: 0

A) Holy people and gods

All missionaries in the sense - mentioned above become holy people as a result

of their mission.

Let us start with some examples from Diodorus. Drawing on Hecataeus of

Abdera’s Aegypriaca, Diodorus says about Osiris that the motivation for his

mission to other peoples was that “if he made men give up their savagery and

adopt a gentle manner of life, he would receive immortal honours because of

the magnitude of his benefactions” (dia to megethos tes euergesia, DS 1.17.2).
7

The Indians, Diodorus says, claimed that Osiris was a god because of the many

deeds he performed there for the population (DS 1.19.8). Osiris achieved his

goal of becoming immortal as “every people received him as a god because of

his benefactions” (DS 1.18.5). On his return to Egypt he received “by reason of

the magnitude of his benefactions ... the gift of immortality with the approval

of all men and honour equal to that offered to the gods of heaven. After this he

passed from the midst of men into the company of the gods . . .” (DS 1,20.5-6).

The Sesostris myth somewhat duplicates the Osiris myth, but with some

major changes. 8 Sesostris also left Egypt as a king, and it was predicted by the

gods that Sesostris will become the ruler of the whole civilized world (a familiar

theme in hellenistic literature). Indeed, Sesostrivs set up inscriptions all over

6 As far as I know this comparison has not been done. Heracles, for instance, was often

equated in scholarly works with Jesus, but not with Paul. (Cf. M. Simon, Hercule et le

Chnstianisme [Paris, 1955], and A. J. Malherbe, “Herakles,” in Reallexikon fur Antike und
Christentum 14 (1988), cols. 569 ff). Paul may have known of the Heraclean cycle because in

Tarsus, his birthplace, one of the most important deities was Sandon, who is the Tarsian

Heracles.

2 Cor 11:23-29 has been compared to the tribulations of Heracles, but this is very different

from the subject under survey here. Cf. R. Hodgson, “Paul the Apostle and First Century

Tribulation Lists”, ZNW 74 (1983), pp. 59-80. The question of Paul as a wandering sophist is

not discussed here: cf. about this aspect A. D. Nock, Conversion. The Old and the New in

Religion from Alexander the Great to Augustine of Hippo (Oxford, 1933), pp. 191 ff.

7 For Hecataeus in DS I, see W. Spoerri, Spathellenistische Berichte iiber Welt, Kultur und

Gotter (Basle, 1959). For Osiris, cf. J. G. Griffiths, The Origins of Osiris and his Cult

(Leiden, 1980). For euergesia cf. F. W. Danker, “Benefactor”, The Anchor Bible Dictionary,

vol. I, cols. 669—671; recently for its political meaning, A. Erskine, “The Romans as common
Benefactors”, Historia XLHI (1994), pp. 70—87.

8 Taken probably from Ctesias. Cf. for Ctesias K. Meister, Die gnechische Ges-

chichtsschreibung (Stuttgart, Berlin, Koln, 1990), pp. 62 —64. For the Sesostris myth cf. A. B.

Lloyd, “Nationalist Propaganda in Ptolemaic Egypt”, Historia 31 (1982), pp. 33-56.
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the conquered territories which stated: “Sacred; this land the King of Kings and

Lord of Lords, Sesoosis [Sesostris], subdued with his own arms” (DS 1.55.7). It

is only after his beneficial acts for the welfare of Egypt that he won “immortal

glory for himself’ (DS 1.56.1).

Semiramis, who became queen of vast parts of Asia and performed numer-

ous benefactionary acts, disappeared and “some, making a myth of it, say that

she turned into a dove and flew off in the company of many birds . . . and this,

they say, is the reason why the Assyrians worship the dove as a god, thus

deifying Semiramis” (DS 2. 20. 1-2).
9 These examples of deifications are in line

with the Euhemeristic tradition, where heroes became gods after performing

some important deeds.

Diodorus Siculus, drawing on Matris of Thebes, says that Heracles by his

own labours brought under cultivation the inhabited world, thus receiving the

gift of immortality (DS 4.8).
10 When Heracles arrived in Spain, he fought the

army of king Chrysaor, and after “subduing” Iberia took the herds of cattle and

left, but not before he had acted in a way similar to Abraham in relation to

Melchizedek (Gen 14). Diodorus states taht since Heracles “had received

honours at the hands of a certain king of the natives
, a man who excelled in piety

and justice (andros eusebeia kai dikaiosune diapheronios)
, he left with the king

a portion of the cattle as a present. The king accepted them, but dedicated them

all to Heracles...” (DS 4.18.3). The reason for this was Heracles’ apparent

godly nature. Arriving at the banks of the river Tiber where Rome was later

founded by Romulus (DS 4.21.1), Heracles “received with favour the good-will

(eunoia

)

shown him b the dwellers on the Palatine and foretold them that, after

he had passed into the circle of the gods, it would come to pass that whatever

men should make a vow to dedicate to Heracles a tithe of their goods would lead

a more happy and prosperous life” (DS 4.21.3). While in Sicily, Heracles left

behind him “imperishable memorials of his presence (parousia)” . Near Agy-

rium he “was honoured on equal terms with the Olympian gods by festivals and

splendid sacrifices, and though before this time he had accepted no sacrifice, he

9 For Ninus and Semiramis, cf. G. Pettinato, Semiramis. Herrin iiber Assur und Babvlon
(Zurich, 1988).

10 For Matris of Thebes, cf. “Matris", RE 14.2 (1930), cols. 2287-2298 (Hobein). The
secondary literature on Heracles abounds: cf. for instance, some of the most recent items:

Corinne Bonnet, Melqart. Cultes et mythes de l’H6rakl£s tvrien en Mdditerrande (Studia

Phoenicia VIII, 1988); R. Vollkomer, Herakles in the An of Classical Greece (Oxford,

1988)

; Collette Jourdain-Annequin, H6racl£s aux pones du Soir. Mvthe et histoire (Paris,

1989)

.

Cf. for the various literary sources for Heracles: Gruppe in RE Supp. 3 (1918) cols. 1021 ff.

For Heracles in general C. K. Gaunski, The Herakles Theme (Oxford, 1972). For Herakles in

art, cf. F. Bommer, Herakles: Die Zwolf Taten des Helden in antiker Kunst und Literatur

(Munster and Cologne, 1953); F. Bommer, Herakles (Darmstadt, 1972 second ed.)

A comparison has been drawn between Heracles and Jesus. Cf. M. Simon, Hercule, and an
excellent survey of scholarship on this issue by Malherbe, “Herakles", cols. 569—573.
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then gave consent for the first time, since the deity was giving intimations to him

of his coming immortality” (DS 4.24.1). It now becomes quite clear that

according to certain hellenistic writers immortality, the godly nature, is given to

heroes as a consequence of their missionary activity.

It is interesting to note that not only does the hero become immortal, but at

times his companions as well. For instance, before leaving Sicily Heracles

dedicated a notable sacred precinct to Iolaus who was his companion on the

campaign, and ordained that annual honours and sacrifices should be offered to

him.

Luke could not depict Paul as a god, but he gives the impression that the

apostle is a holy man (theos aner), who at times has supernatural powers. For

instance, in Ats 14:8-10: “Now at Lystra there was a man sitting, who could not

use his feet; he was a criple from birth, who had never walked. He listened to

Paul speaking; and Paul, looking intently at him and seeing that he had faith to

be made well, said in a loud voice, “Stand upright on your feet”, and he sprang

up and walked” (See also Acts 13:9-11; [14:12-18]; 15:12; 16:9; 16:25-34; 18:9;

19:6; 19:11-12; 20:9-12; 22:6ff; 23:11; 26:12 ff; 28:3-6).

B) The wandering missionary

All hellenistic heroes mentioned by Diodorus and his sources travel from one

place to another in order to convey some sort of message, or to perform some

deed of a civilizatory nature. This description of movement is a common
literary device used by authors in antiquity (Aeneas in Vergil, Anabasis by

Xenophon, etc.). The real world of antiquity does, however, emerge from the

texts if one examines the actual routes the cultural-heroes usually follow in their

journeys. It would be sufficient to examine the set of maps of the ancient world

published by the TAVO (Tubingen University) to realize that many of the

courses the holy people followed according to Diodorus were in fact common
commercial routes. It is possible that various authors whose works Diodorus

Siculus used, such as Megasthenes, Hecataeus of Abdera and Dionysius Scy-

tobrachion, who themselves reflext the Indian, Egyptian and Libyan “national”

traits, wanted to “nationalize” certain of the international routes by taking their

heroes through them. 11 Furthermore, the recording of specific geographical

names by the sources (themselfes not legendary, although the journeys are),

gives a well-defined territorial framework to the act of mission. Let us now be

more specific concerning the geographical aspect, and give some examples to

demonstrate the importance of creating a perimeter for the spread of civiliza-

tion by its missionaries.

11 Cf. D. Mendels, The Rise and Fall of Jewish Nationalism (NY, 1992), chapter 4.
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Osiris, who gathered “a great array, with the intention of visiting all the

inhabited earth.
.

(DS 1.17.1), made his arrangements in Egypt and left on

his missionary campaign. His first stop was Ethiopia. From there he went

through Arabia, the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean, and reached India and

“the limits of the inhabited world” (kai tou peraios tes oikoumenes)

.

In India he

left “many other signs of his stay” (DS 1.19.8). He “visited” all the other nations

of Asia (epelthein de kai tella ta kata ten Asian ethne), and crossed into Europe

and the Hellespont (DS 1.20.1). It should be noted that Osiris ignored all

political and ethnical boundaries, and travelled from country to country, with-

out the use of force. However, when he reached Thrace he encountered

opposition to his acts from Lycurgus, the king of the Barbarians. Consequently,

he slew Lycurgus and left Macedon, his son, as king of Macedonia. He left

Triptolemus to care for Attica’s agriculture, and he left Maron in Thrace “to

supervise the culture of the plants which he introduced into that land and

caused him to found a city to bear his name, which he called Maroneia” (DS

1.20.2-3). This statement, probably taken by Diodorus from the Aegyptiaka of

Hecataeus of Abdera, shows Ptolemaic eagerness to claim Greece, Macedonia

and Thrace in the third century B.C.E. from a civilizatorv stand-point. “Final-

ly, Osiris visited all the inhabited world in this way and advanced community

life (epelthonta ton koinon bion) . .

.” (DS 1.20.3). Osiris made a circuit around

all of the eastern pan of the world, a matter which will be discussed later on.

Semiramis wanted to surpass her husband Ninus’ achievements of conquer-

ing many regions of Asia after succeeding him to the Assyrian throne. She was a

cultivating queen and completed many enterprises of various natures, starting

in Babylon and going through Media. Diodorus tells us that she advanced

towards Ecbatana, being “ambitious both to leave an immortal monument of

herself and at the same time to shorten her way”, and that she cut a road

through the cliffs “which to this day is called the road of Semiramis” (DS

2.13.5). Diodorus gives some details about her civilizatorv enterprises in Ec-

batana and the other regions through which she passed. She also visited

(epelthe) Persis and many other countries “over which she ruled (eperche)

throughout Asia” (DS 2.14.1), went through all of Egypt and subdued (katas-

trepsamene) most of Lybia. In addition she visited most of Ethiopia, and “after

Semiramis had put in order (katastesasa) the affairs of Ethiopia and Egypt she

returned with her force to Bactra in Asia” (DS 2.16.1). A futile attack on India

which is recorded at length by Diodorus ended her stormy reign (DS 2.16-19).

Semiramis, like Osiris, Sesostris, Dionysus and others, travelled a complete

circle in carrying out her mission to civilize the world, and show her presence in

it (parousia
, DS 3.66.3).

Diodorus, drawing on Dionysius Scytobrachion’s Lybica, provides details
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concerning the intinerarv of Mvrina and the Amazons. 12 He tells that when
they arrived at the Caicus river Mvrina “fixed the bounds of her campaign’’

(orous thesthai tes srrateias [on Kaikon potamon) (DS 3.55.5). A similar thing is

said about Sesostris who “fixed the limits of his expedition” while visiting

Thrace (DS 1.55.6). This is of special interest as it shows that a limit to the

crossing of boundaries and annexation of lands was a familiar theme in ancient

thought. 13

Elsewhere Diodorus tells us that Heracles wandered a great deal in the

ecumene in order to perform his tasks,
14 and by this act of wandering he creates

a perimeter which corresponds roughly to the “borders” of the Roman Empire

during the time of Caesar. First he travelled in Greece (Peoloponnesus, Crete,

and Thrace), and then sailed with the Argonauts to the Colchi. After bringing

back the girdle of Hippolyte, he went on his tenth task which is of special

interest here. Heracles left Greece, and made a round tour in the mediterra-

nean basin, returning to Greece upon the termination of his task. The journey’s

actual aim was to “bring back” the cattle of Geryones “which pastured in the

pans of Iberia which slope towards the ocean” (DS 4. 17. 1) ,
but in fact Heracles

performs civilizatory acts in many places where he passes. He goes to Crete,

and from there he goes to Libya and large parts of the adjoining desert (DS

4.17.3-4). On his mission he visited both the land (chora) and the cities (poleis).

He then continued on his journey, going to Egypt and then back to Libya; “after

Heracles had visited (epelthon) a large part of Libya he arrived at the ocean

near Gadeira where he set up pillars on each of the two continents” (DS 4. 18.2)

.

Heracles then crossed into Spain, “subduing” Iberia, and handed the kingdom

of Iberia over to “the noblest men among the natives”. In Gallia he traversed

the length and breath of it
;
“his success in these regions can be deduced from the

many natives who joined his army of their own free will. He then, like Semi-

ramis in Asia, built a route through the Alps to Italy (DS 4.19.3). Again, as in

other places which he cultivated, he subdued the barbarians who used to

plunder and hinder any army that crossed the Alps, and “those that were the

leaders in lawlessness of this kind he slew, and made the journey safe for

succeeding generations” (DS 4.19.4).

Diodorus, probably following Matris of Thebes’ “enkomion Heracleous ”

,

further tells us that Heracles crossed into Liguria, and arrived at the banks of

the riverTiber at the future site ofRome (DS 4.21.1) . Then he went down to the

Cumaean Plain, and near the sea he carried out some construction work on the

lake of Avemus. He also went down to Sicily with the cattle. “Upon his arrival

12 For Mvrina and the Amazons, cf. J.C. Rusten, Dionysius Scvtobrachion (Cologne,

1980).

13 Cf. in general J. S. Romm, The Edges of the Earth in Ancient Thought (Princeton, 1992).
14 Cf. for this Colette Jourdain-A-vnequain, H6racl£s, pp. 301 ff, and L. Dacrodc,

“Heracles heros, vovageur et civilisateur”, Bull Acad Beige 60 (1974) pp. 34—60.
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in Sicily, Heracles desired to make a circle of the entire island (boulomenos

egkuklothenai pasan Sikelian), and to set out from Pelorias in the direction of

Ervx” (DS 4.23.1). He made the circuit of Sicily, and then he crossed Italy,

went up the coast, made a circle (egkuklotheis) of the Adriatic and reached

Greece. There is a lot more written about Heracles in Greece, and about his

laterjoumev with the Argonauts (DS 4.40. 1 0 ,
but what has been mentioned so

far is sufficient to illustrate the argument presented here. The story emphasized

his circular movement, and his courageous deeds to defend civilization and its

progress.

Within this context one can also mention a Jewish wanderer. According to

the Gen Apoc. (a Hebrew/Aramaic document from the early hellenistic

period), Abraham wandered through the eastern oecumene, drew a perimeter,

and arrived at the point of his original departure, in Palestine. 15 There is,

however, a significan difference from other hellenistic heroes in that Abraham

is not a civilizatory figure at all; he simply moves from place to place. Does this

indicate the attitude of Judaism towards mission? In this context it strengthens

the argument that Jewish literature of the hellenistic period was not the source

for Luke in his description of Paul’s mission.

This particular aspect of travelling from one destination to another is of great

importance in Paul’s mission. What Jesus did in a very limited region, namely

moving from place to place in the Land of Israel, Paul does (like the culture-

heroes) in the oecumene. In Acts, chapters 13 ff, the loci where Paul preaches

are briefly mentioned. At times Luke only recounts the names of places without

providing any further information. Furthermore, the acts of “going”, “sailing”

and “visiting”, i.e. the physical acts of moving, are emphasized throughout

Paul’s itinerary in the oecumene, which are reminiscent of the descriptions of

the itineraries of the above mentioned culture-heroes. The emphasis in the

hellenistic texts is on crossing boundaries, namely moving from one region to

another with some obstacles being put in the hero’s way. In most cases at a

certain point a limit is put in geographical terms.

Culture-heroes are at times accompanied by famous assistants. For example,

Osiris was assisted in his journey by Apollo and by his “sons” Anubis and

Macedon; he also had Pan in his company, and Maron and Triptolemus who
were experts in certain fields of agriculture. These famous mythological figures

played a very important role in the act of mission. Paul also had assistants, who
had important roles in the story of his mission (Barnabas, John, etc.).

16

15 For Abraham in the Gen Ap. cf. J. A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon (Rome,

1971).

16 Acts 13:13; 17:15-16; 18:5; 19:22; 19:29 (distinction between assistants and companions).

For his missionary methods cf. J. Berger, Paulus. Der Apostel der Volker (Tubingen, 1989)

pp. 189ff (who ignores most of the previous secondary literature). For Paul and his assistants

being “envoys”, “messengers”, and the cynic thought which may have been behind it, cf. D.
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C) Means of conveying the message

1) According to heilenistic concepts one could conquer territory “either by

force or by persuasion” (cf. DS 19.85.5). The use of force was an efficient

device for spreading an idea in pagan societies, as we can learn from the

conquests of Osiris and Heracles. Their conquests, however, were imaginary,

and in the real world of antiquity there were great variations in the degree of

force used in spreading an idea. However, cultural, political and religious

missions were seldom carried out by force in the Hellenistic world. 17 In fact, the

spread of cults, a subject that was tackled many years ago by A.D. Nock,

occurred as a natural progression and it is doubtful whether any force or even

active mission was used. 18

Returning to the subject of the culture-heroes, we have seen already that they

were at times confronted with opposition, which was overcome by the use of

force. Although Paul in Acts is depicted as a warlike man when opposition

occurs, like the culture-heroes who seldom use war for spreading their mission,

he himself does not initiate any war for spreading his ideas. Yet it is interesting

to note that it has been shown convincingly by A. Malherbe that Paul’s imagery

ofwar comes from pagan sources rather than from Jewish ones (2 Corinth. 10:3-

6; 12: 12).
19

2) More moderate methods were also used by culture-heroes in order to

convince the recipients. For instance, their teaching (didaskein) some aspects

of “progress” which according to our literary sources are known only to the

culture-heroes. This applies mainly, as we will see later, to the technological

sphere. One can find examples of the building of new roads, agricultural

Georgi, The Opponents of Paul in Second Corinthians (Edinburgh, 1986), pp.2ff (dealing

with the concept of diakonos theou). Missionary after Paul is defined by K. S. Latourette:

“Individuals or organized groups engaged in religious proselytism as a vocation represent a

phenomenon which has been confined largely but by no means entirely, to Christianity,

Buddhism and Islam" (in Enc. of the Social Sciences X, p. 536).
17 Some exceptions that can be given are, on the one hand the attempts made by Anti-

ochusIV to hellenize the Jews in his realm (and repeated later by the emperor Hadrian), the

social revolution of Aristonicus in 133 B.C.E., and on the other hand the judaizing of the

Edomites by John Hyrcanus, and presumably also the judaizing of the Itureans by Aris-

tobulus I. However, these latter missionary acts of the Jewish rulers may have derived from the

idea of Holy War found in the Hebrew Bible, and not from pagan precedents or ideas.

18 Cf. examples in M. Goodman, Mission and Conversion. Proselytizing in the Religious

History of the Roman Empire (Oxford, 1994), chapter 2, and in general A. D. Nock, Conver-

sion. For the missionary propaganda of the Indian king Asoka, cf. Nock, Conversion,

pp.45— 47. For the comparison of the spread of Christianity with other religions, cf. H. D.

Betz, “Hellenism” in The Anchor Bible Dictionary, vol. Ill, cols. 130ff.

19 A. J. Malherbe, “Antisthenes and Odysseus, and Paul at War”, HTR 76:2 (1983),

pp. 143—173. It is interesting to note that Epictetus, Discours 3.26.29 describes the relation-

ship with God as one between commander and soldier. The road from persuasion by words to

persuasion by force can be very short indeed.
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innovations, revealing of new languages, as well as various other inventions.

These innovations were accepted willfully by the “just” and the “pious” because

they were convinced that they would benefit from progress in their daily lives.

But in certain cases they were forced to accept the innovations since it was

brought to bear on them from above. It should be noted that technological

innovations served as the symbol of progress in assumption that technological

inventions ware unimportant for the understanding of progress in antiquity. 20

Paul was definitely not a technological culture-hero, but his methods of

persuation were not too far removed from the ones used by culture heroes. He

very wisely communicated with his gentile (and Jewish) audiences by present-

ing them with the socio-economic, religious, and even political reforms associ-

ated with his mission. 21 Unlike the culture-heroes, Luke presents him as one

who did not focus on the enforcement of any material benefits. Paul, rather,

conveyed his message by the act of discourse. In fact, he displaced “one

universe of discourse by another”, and this was his main goal. W. Meeks has

shown that Paul aimed his address at the urban populations, in particular the

middle class,
22 and it was among this class that there was some opposition to

him, comparable to that encountered by hellenistic missionary heroes. The case

of the silversmiths guild and other craftsmen in Ephesus is a good example of

such an opposition (Acts 19). Unlike Heracles or Osiris, however, Paul was not

capable of suppressing this resistance by force; at least so according to Luke.

Thus the novel content of the message, the new universe of discourse, itself

became a tool of persuasion during the encounter between the missionary and

his recipient. 23

20 Sue Blundell, The origins of Civilization in Greek and Roman Thought (London and

Sydney, 1986).
22 There exists an interesting illustration to this. R. M. Eaton says about Christian mission

among the Nagas in India that among the factors that brought about the mass conversion of the Kl

Naga to Christianity were “the perception of Christianity as a new tecfuuque, a new way of

tapping a source of power that could alleviate everyday problems” and “the experience of a

wider social world resulting from imperial integration and modern warfare ..." (“Conversion

to Christianity among the Nagas, 1876—1971", The Indian Economic and Social History

Review, vol. XXI, 1 (1984), p. 43) (I owe thanks to Professor D. Shulman for this reference).
22 W.A. Meeks, The First Urban Christians (New Haven, 1983). Perhaps his success

among the gentiles brought about this opposition from the Jews; cf. P. R. Trebilco, Jewish

Communities in Asia Minor (Cambridge, 1991), p. 26.

23 An interesting example of this latter point can be drawn from the presentation of the

hellenistic historian Phylarchus of the socio-economic message of Cleomenes HI, king of

Sparta (in Plutarch, Cleomenes). Cleomenes came forward in 227B.C. E. with an attractive

“communist 1
* message for the poor all over Greece. The latter became acquainted with this

ideal of socio-economic equality through the communist Lvcurgan regime which Cleomenes
implemented on his own city, Sparta. At a certain juncture all of the poor, and some of the

aristocrats in the Peloponnesus who were interested in social change, eagerly waited for

Cleomenes to implement his communist ideas in their cities in a similar manner to his

revolution which took place in Sparta. In other words, the poor outside Sparta became
recipients of the innovations since the slogan of equality itself caused the spread of this
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3) The use of showing wonders, miracles and other devices as a means of

persuation. Paul does not use this method very often, but it does occur,

according to Luke in Acts. 24

D) Nature of message

As has already been seen, the idea of mission in heilenistic literature is not

limited to the religious sphere. The nature of mission will now be addressed:

1) Cultural

In the heilenistic sources the cultural message is portrayed in simplistic terms,

but behind this stands an elevated perception of the development of humank-

ind, and its progress. The hero either cleanses a region of wild beasts or destroys

other enemies which bother the native population. In other instances, the hero

brings agricultural innovations, and plants new species of plants (usually, it

seems, outside the sphere of his own “national” domain). Hellenistic

civilizators also initiate urbanization in the oecumene. In all cases the texts

emphasize that the acts performed by the heroes bring progress to the popula-

tion (not necessarily using the standard term “progress”, prokope). The follow-

ing are examples of this.

Osiris had “the intention of visiting all the inhabited earth and teaching the

race of men (kai didaksai to genos ton anthropon) how to cultivate the vine and

sow wheat and barley”. He hoped, according to Diodorus, that men would give

up their savagery and adopt a gentle manner of life
(
kai diaites hemerou

metalabein, DS 1.17.1-2). Osiris took with him “men who were experienced in

agriculture, such as Maron in the cultivation of vine, and Triptolemus in the

sowing of grain and in every step in the harvesting of it” (DS 1.18.2-3). Later it

is stated that Osiris cared for the rural regions “teaching the inhabitants

agriculture” (didaksanta tous anthropous ta peri ten georgian, DS 1.19.5). In

India, it is said, Osiris introduced the ivy plants, and left “many other signs of

his stay”. In Thrace Osiris left Maron “to supervise the culture of the plants

which he introduced into that land”, and Triptolemus was designated to care for

Attica’s agriculture (DS 1.20.2-3). “Finally, Osiris in this way visited all the

particular mission. Surprisingly enough, CleomenesIII did not want to enforce his new ideas,

which therefore did not take hold. At this point the recipients of his message turned their backs

on him, and this was one of the reasons for his final downfall. Cf. D. Mendels, “Polybius and

the socio-economic reforms of CleomenesIII, reexamined”, Grazer Beitrage 10 (1981),

pp. 95—104.
24 Acts 13:9-11; 14:8-11. See also II Cor 12:11-12. Cf. the survey bv A. von Harnacx, The

Acts of the Apostles (London, 1909), pp. 133-161. For this device in missionary gods in

general, cf. Nock, Conversion, pp. 83—92.
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inhabited world and advanced community life (epelthonta ton koinon bion) by

the introduction of the fruits which are most easily cultivated” (DS 1.20.3). The

“Indian” Dionysus. 25 Diodorus says, alongside his sharing with the knowledge

of storing of the fruits with the Indians, he “allowed all people to share in his

other discoveries” (DS 3.63.4; 3.70.7-8).

Heracles “by his own labours brought under cultivation the inhabited world”

(tois idiois ponois eksemerosai ten oikoumenen). 26 He succeeded in relieving

the region between Mycenae and Nemea in the Peloponnes of some terrible

menace (DS 4.11.3-4). He also freed the Stymphalian lake of the multitude of

birds which destroyed the fruits of the country (reminiscent of Abraham’s

invention of the plough which frightened the ravens, Jubilees 11:23-24). Herac-

les cleansed Crete of wild animals, and in Libya he cultivated “large parts of the

adjoining desert”, so that “Libya, which before that time had been uninhabit-

able because of the multitude of wild beasts . . . was brought under cultivation

(eksemerosas epoiese) by him and made inferior to no other country in point of

prosperity (eudaimoniaj” (DS 4.17.4).

Another aspect of technological progress is the building of dikes, cities,

roads, and water reservoirs. It should be emphasized here that in spite of the

fact that the Greeks and Romans had cyclical views of the world, they consi-

dered progress (prokope) to be an important factor in their social lives provided

that progress occurs within the scope of this cycle.
27

Osiris founded some notable cities in Ethiopia (poleis aksiologous ktisanta),

and built dikes on the Nile so that at times of flood the water “might be let upon

the countryside in a gentle flow as it might be needed, through gates which he

had built” (DS 1.19.5). Osiris also founded many cities in India, and in Thrace

he encouraged Maron to found a city “to bear his name which he called

Maroneia” (DS 1.20.2-3). Ninus was the one who founded Nineveh, and

Seiramis founded Babylon, and “amongst her other enterprises she built a

temple to Bel, and other magnificent buildings in Babylon” (DS 2.7.2-12.3).

She also founded other cities along the Euphrates and the Tigris rivers, in which

she established trading-places for the merchants who brought goods from

23 For Dionysus, cf. in general in Mythologies (Chicago, London, 1991) vol. I (Yves

Bo.vnefoy), cols. 456-463.
26 Y. Bonnefoy's Mythologies vol. I, p. 484 rightly states that already “in the fourth century

a subtile shift made the warrior hero into a unviersal helper. . . Heracles is still the protector,

but the warrior has softened into a benefactor (he is already euergetes in Euripides: Heracles

1252) . . . The Hellenistic era will even establish him - a surprise - as a legislator and will make
him a model of philanthropia . . Cf. also L. Lacroix, “Heracles, hero voyageur et

civilisateur", Bulletin de la Classe des lettres de l’Academie Royale de Belgique 60 (1974),

pp.34— 59; M. Detlenne, Heracles heros pvthagoricien, “Revue de 1’Histoire des Religions

158 (1960), pp. 19-53.
27 Cf. still the best study on progress in antiquity E. R. Dodds, The Ancient Concept of

Progress (Oxford, 1973); cf. also Sue Blundell, The Origins of Civilization, but she is

incorrect to ignore technological innovations as a sign of progress.
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Media. Paraetacene. and all the neighbouring region (DS 2.11.1). She built a

park in Behistun (
kateskeuase paradeison, DS 2.13.1-2). and she created

another one in Chauon in Media. Diodorus emphasizes that the purpose of

building these parks was the enjoyment of “luxury” (truphe , DS 2.13.3-4). In

Ecbatana, she cut a road through the cliffs “which to this day is called the road

of Semiramis” (DS 2.13.5). Many more details are given of her enterprises in

Ecbatana and other regions which she passed through. These were mainly

undertakings which brought technological progress to the region such as build-

ing roads through rough places, founding cities and exploiting the natural water

resources for the welfare of the peoples.

It is said that Heracles founded the Libyan city of Hecatompylon, the City of

the multitude of gates, and that it became very prosperous (eudaimon). “And

after Heracles had visited (epelthon) a large part of Libya he arrived at the

ocean near Gadeira where he set up pillars on each of the two continents” (DS

4.18.2)

. By this act he made the straight of Gibraltar narrow in order that the

great sea-monsters would not “pass out of the ocean into the inner sea”. Others

say that “the two continents are originally joined and that he cut a passage

between them” (DS 4.4-5). In Gallia he founded the city of Alesia, which

became famous in later years. “The Celts up to the present time hold this city in

honour, looking upon it as the heart and mother city of all Celtica” (DS 4.19.2).

Heracles also built a route through the Alps to Italy “with the result that it can

now be crossed by armies and baggage-trains” (DS 4.19.3). In the Cumean

plain “Heracles is said to have filled up the outlet and constructed the road

which runs at this time along the sea and is called after him the “Way of

Heracles” (DS 4.22.2). Heracles also built a lake at Agyrium in Sicily “as a

mark of his gratitude to the people who had found favour with him” (DS

4.24.3)

. In addition Heracles sent out a colony (apoikia) to Sardinia.

Be that as it may, technological innovations served as the symbol of progress

in hellenistic thought. Paul, as portrayed by Luke, definitely did not have this

physical element in his mission (although the creation of communities within

the boundaries of the Roman empire in the first century C.E. can be seen as

analogous to the establishment of cities by the hero-cults). But does Paul

emerge from the Book of Acts as one who had a more elavated idea of

“progress” in mind when he went on his mission? Perhaps this aspect is to be

read in between the lines of Acts. The gentiles who accepted his new message

received it as a consequence of the enormous change it presented to them. As a

result, they had to switch from their cyclical views (socio-economic, political

and religious) to a linear approach to the world (cf. for instance the epitome of

Jewish history in Stephen linked to the notion of basileia tou theou). This view

of development towards an eschaton (end) after which comes something new

and unknown, contains the concept of moving forward. Progress was under-

stood by the first Christians as a movement towards a completely different, yet
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more elevated, socio-economic and cultural life. For them the limit was not

even the sky, but rather, the “basileia tou theou".

2) Religious

Cultural and religious aspects cannot be distinguished easily from each other,

bu there are some instances where the religious aspect is specifically referred to.

For instance, Heracles’ wanderings contain a religious purpose, namely to

spread his fame, and therefore his cult throughout the places in which he

travels. We are in fact told that Heracles left traces of his cult in many of the

places which he visited during his journey. It seems likely that it was Matris of

Thebes and Apollodorus, or even the sources that they themselves used, who

drew lines between the various spots where a Heraclean cult was found or was

known to exist in their own time, thus connecting the loci and presenting them

as one long course of Heracles’ journey. But the presentation of a motivated

journey to spread one’s cult is what matters when one speaks of Hellenistic

missionary thought predating Paul’s mission. Some examples are:

Osiris did not organize pitched battles “since every people received him as a

god because of his benefactions (euergesias)" (DS 1.18.5). The Boeotian

Dionysus was said to have made a campaign throughout all the inhabited world

and “instructed all men who were pious (tois eusebesi ton antrhopon) and

cultivated a life of justice in the knowledge of his rites” (DS 3.64.7). Also “since

the presence (parousia) of the god . . . became noised abroad in every region, an

the report spread that he was treating all men honourably (epieikos) and

contributing greatly to the refinement of man’s social life, the whole populace

everywhere thronged to meet him and welcomed him with great joy” (DS

3.65.1). Myrina was more active, and during a storm when she was carried away

to an island (a well known motif in this kind of literature
;
see Acts 27 : 13 ff)

,
she

“in obedience to a vision which she beheld in her dreams,” sanctified the island

to Cybele. The island was Samothrace, and the goddess “established the

mysteries which are now celebrated on the island and ordained by law that the

sacred area would enjoy the right sanctuary” (DS 3.55).

In the story of Heracles’ journey there is much more about this aspect of

“active” religious mission. During his travels Heracles arrived at the banks of

the river Tiber at the future site of Rome (DS 4.21.1). He “received with favour

the good-will (eunoia) shown him by the dwellers on the Palatine and foretold

to them that, after he had passed into the circles of the gods, it would come to

pass that whatever men should make a vow to dedicate to Heracles a tithe of

their goods would lead a more happy and prosperous life” (DS 4.21.3). Hence-

forward, the source adds, many Romans gave a tithe of their wealth to Herac-

les. In other words, it seems that Heracles was trying to “convert” the people to

adhere to his own cult instead of whatever religious course they were following.
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In Syracuse, however. Heracles sacrificed to che goddesses Core and Demeter,

and “commanded the natives to sacrifice each year to Core” (DS 4.23.4). In

Sicily he dedicated a “notable sacred precinct” to Ioiaus who was his companion

on the campaign, and ordained that annual honours and sacrifices should be

offered to him. In this case Heracles carried out some missionary work for

another figure.

All of the above descriptions are, of course, put in simplistic terms in

accordance with the mythographic literature fashionable in the hellenistic era.

The Book of Acts is very different in its presentation of mission. However, the

similarities cannot be overlooked. In Paul’s case we understand, both from the

Book of Acts and his own letters, that he indeed went from one place to another

in order to get adherents to his new faith and to strengthen the Christian

communities which already existed in the cities outside Palestine (according to

Eusebius there were many other missionaries at the time, HE 3.4). He also set

up new Christian centres all over the ancient near East. We should note here

that Luke, who knew these centres, may have drawn lines in order to connect

the various places which would then form one coherent entity (as was probably

done by hellenistic authors in Heracles’ case). By doing this, he described

Paul’s visit to different places as being several journeys with well-planned

itineraries.

3) Political

In hellenistic literature the notion of a wandering god with a political message

was very important in that the imperialistic claims were based on the belief that

a certain national god visited the populations who were to be “annexed” to the

ideal (or even more real) empire. Thus herogods such as Myrina and Sesostris

went from one place to another in order to “convey” to the many peoples they

visited that they were part of a new empire with an exact perimeter. Myrina

even brought political change, i.e. “freedom” (eleutheria), to some of the

territories she conquered. Hence, the idea of political mission was used to

validate any visionary empires which might materialize at any time in the

future. 28

This concept of an imaginary empire included the notion that a certain

political rule brings freedom into a region in terms of justice and law, and it is

implicit through all the descriptions discussed here. There are also some

specific references: Semiramis “had put in order (katastesasa

)

the affairs of

Ethiopia and Egypt” (DS 2.16.1); the Indian Dionysus “became the founder of

notable cities . . . and he both taught them (the Indians) to honour the deity, and

introduced laws and courts” (kai nomous eisegesasthai kai dikasteria, DS

23 Cf. Mendels, Rise and Fall, chapters 4, 9.
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2.38.5); the Boeotian Dionysus, however, “composed the quarrels between the

nations and cities and created concord and deep peace where there had existed

civil strifes and wars” (kai ton polemon omonoian kai pollen eirenen kataskeua-

zein , DS 3.64.7). Myrina could not really become a missionary of law and

order, because - according to classical tradition - she was a woman, and

Diodorus says that Heracles destroyed the Amazons in the regions where they

ruled, “because he felt that it would ill accord with his resolve to be the

benefactor of the whole race of mankind if he should suffer any nations to be

under the rule of women” (DS 4.54.3). Hence Heracles brought prosperity to

the cities in Lybia inter alia by punishing “with death such men as defied the law

or arrogant rulers” (tous paranomountas anthropous e dunastas uperehpanous

apokteinas). He killed Busiris in Egypt, “the king of the land, who made it his

practice to kill the stranges who visited the country” and in Gallia he put an end

to the lawlessness and murdering of strangers to which the people had become

addicted. In the Alps Heracles subdued the barbarians who used to plunder and

hinder any army that crossed the Alps, and “those that were the leaders in

lawlessness of this kind he slew” (kai tous hegemonas tes paranomias anelon),

and “made the journey safe for succeeding generations” (DS 4.19.4). Heracles

thus became a heroe in the fight against pirates who posed a menace to

civilization in the hellenistic period.

Paul, as described by Luke, “conquered” more and more territory in the

oecumene\ his message included a new system of law and social order (for

instance Acts 24:25; mentioning justice, self-control and judgment). He did not

go on a mission to eastern parts, namely to the east of the line drawn from

Jerusalem to Damascus, but only into the Roman oecumene, and there he

preached for a new order, which in fact presented an alternative to the Roman
one in many of its aspects. It is therefore not accidental that he used a great deal

of the political rhetoric fashionable at the time. 29 As he himself says at one

point in Acts, he also wished to go to Rome, to the capital of the empire (19:21).

He actually was the first to lay the foundation of the new idea of a Christian

empire overlapping parts of the real Roman one. But this cannot altogether be

divorced from the political concepts associated with borders and boundaries.

By his parousia (presence) in the various regions, Paul did not dissociate

himself from the notion of sovereignty in the hellenistic sense of the word. Thus

29 For the use of rhetoric of empire in later Christian sources cf. Averil Cameron,
Christianity and the Rhetoric of Empire. The Development of Christian Discourse (Berkeley,

LA, Oxford, 1991). I hope to deal with this aspect in the future.

Here it should be mentioned that scholars have associated the universalistic concept in

Judaism (especially from the Hebrew Bible) with Paul’s mission (cf. in particular Georgi,

Opponents, pp. 148 ff). However, ideas that we find in Isaiah 2 and elsewhere never speak of

Jews who will go to the nations, thus being active in spreading their religion. In Paul’s case as in

the hellenistic culture-heroes, the apostle is active in walking from one place to another,

spreading his mission.
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Luke gives the impression chat his movement and actual stay in cities and

regions in itself constituted a message which had political overtones. Like the

culture-heroes he crossed borders, within the boundaries of the Roman empire

in which he travel freely. In fact, we rarely hear of any limit made to a mission,

unless this is done by a call of God (as in the case of Provincia Asia and

Bithynia, Acts 16:6-9).

E) Cycle (Kuklos, anakuklos)

It is not accidental, we believe, that all culture-heroes walk in a circle, or circles,

to form an enclosed territory with well-defined “borders” against the outside

world. Osiris, Dionysus, Heracles, Sesostris, Myrina (and Abraham), all took a

circular route in the regions we have described above, and returned at the end

of their mission to their home base (unlike, for instance. Aeneas who travels

from Ilium to Rome). In some cases the circular movement is even stated

specifically (DS 4.23.1: “Heracles desired to make the circuit of the entire

island”, boulomenos egkuklothenai pasan Sikelian, and 23.3; 25.1). Although

the term kuklos or anakuklosis is not always used in the sources when gods and

culture-heroes are referred to, the concept of cycle is what matters in Greek

(and Roman) thought. 30 Moreover, the geographical background to the move-

ments of the culture-heroes and gods should also be understood in terms of

time. They move from one place to another, and naturally this takes time. At a

certain period after their journey is completed they return to the point of

departure, but of course later in time than when they had left. In fact, this

concept of time is in line with the cyclical concepts to be found in Greek political

thought (and somewhat differently in the mythologies of the ancient Near

East). There are interesting variants on the cyclic concept ranging from the one

of the Golden Age (Hesiod) to the political metabole of Plato’s Politeia 31 The

case of culture-heroes provides yet another variant which has seemingly been

overlooked by scholars within this context.

A close examination of the cyclical movements of our culture-heroes shows

that mission is completed only after their return to the original base. It seems

that none of the heroes cares to visit the same places he has visited beforehand,

but more importantly, no hero repeats the cycle he has already concluded. As in

30 Kuklos and its variants is generally used in the simple manner of “surrounding” a city, or

a person, etc. In the New Testament one finds this use of kuklos only in Lk 19:43 (the enemies

will “surround you”); Jn 10:24 (the Jews gathered “round" him); Acts 14:20 (the disciples

gathered “round” him). In Polybius’ Histories it is found in 1.17.13 (and elsewhere); the more
spiritual meaning will be found in Polybius with the prefix ana. In Book 6.9.10 he says that

“such is the cycle of constitutions, the course appointed by nature in which constitutions

change, disappear, and finally return to the point from which they started".

31 Cf. recently the discussion of Blundell, The Origins of Civilization.
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other cycles found in the literature of antiquity (political and cultural), there are

obstacles which occur during the movement within the cycle (in the political

metabole, for instance, there are revolutions as well as other problems; Plato,

Politeia, 7—9; Polyb 6.10). The obstacles which arise en route are of various

types; wars, dangerous animals, notorious mythological figures who are intent

on destruction, as well as bandits and robbers. Yet, in spite of all of this, the

cycle is successfully completed in all cases.

According to the book of Acts, until his last journey to Rome, Paul travelled

in circular routes, making great efforts each time to return to his spiritual base

Jerusalem. 32 Paul even uses this concept in Romans 15:19 where he says: “By

the power of signs and wonders, by the power of the Holy Spirit, so that from

Jerusalem and as far round as Illvricum I have fully preached the gospel of

Christ” (oste me apo Ierousalem kai kuklo mechri tou Illurikou peplerokenai to

euaggelion tou christou) ,

33 The cyclical journeys of Paul can be viewed as a

common hellenistic literary device which has been used by Luke. Such literary

devices served to express ideas. Thus Paul wanders in cycles throughout his

mission, and he returns to his theological base Jerusalem (and not to Tarsus,

which has no significance for his mission). Like Osiris (DS 1.18.3), Paul cuts his

hair before his return to Palestine, in keeping with a vow he made prior to his

return (Acts 18:18, and see also 21:23-24). This is one of the most striking

similarities to be found. Also, like Sesostris and Osiris, Paul faces fierce and

violent opposition on his return to his original base, Jerusalem.

At this point one can find a major difference between the cyclical heroes and

Paul which has a bearing on our theme. Paul, according to Luke, is taken to

Rome after completing various cycles. Unlike the culture-heroes he does not

stay in the final base, Jerusalem, but is sent to Rome (where he had planned to

go in any case). Rome lies outside the sphere of cycles the Book of Acts has

drawn, and that the story ends in Rome is not accidental. Scholars have pointed

out that Paul landed there because the story had to finish in the capital of the

Empire, 34 and this is probably true. Yet why does the climax of his mission take

place outside the cycles he himself has drawn? One could suggest that the fact

that Paul was taken outside the sphere of his cyclical missions points to a

divergence from the cyclical scheme so well-known in pagan culture. Luke

presented Paul as breaking from the cycle, which in geographical terms implied

a break in the cyclical Greek concept. Luke did not believe that history is

32 Cf. for the historicity of Acts H. Koester, History and Literature of Early Christianity

(NY, Berlin, 1982), vol.il, pp. 49-52. It should be emphasized that the cycles are not

mentioned at all by the Letters.

33 Cf. in general for the passage: J. Knox, “Romans 15:14-33 and Paul’s Conception of his

Apostolic Mission", JBL 83 (1964), pp. 1 — 11. Eusebius of Caesarea stressed this point many
years later (EH 3.4.1).

3* For instance, N. A. Dahl, Das Volk Gottes . .
.
(Darmstadt, 1941, rep. 1963), p. 241.
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cyclical, thus directs it towards a goal. Paul symbolizes the start of a linear

process in his mission, which is divergent from the cycle. The mission is no

longer progressing within a cycle, but going far beyond it. Since the graphical or

geographical is very important in general for the presentation of ideas in Greek

and Roman thought (Anabasis, Aeneas), one may speculate that Paul’s move-

ment to Rome is a graphical expression of a linear progress which becomes

much more important in early Christianity than the cyclical one.

Another element to be considered are the concepts of limit, border, and

boundary. A cycle draws a specific perimeter, thus missions are limited in their

scope, a matter which can be described in geographical terms. Hence Sesostris,

when in Thrace, “fixed the limits of his expedition’’ (dioper oria tes strateias

poiesamenon, DS 1.55.6) ,
and Myrina “fixed the bounds of her campaign at the

Caicus river” (orous thesthai tes strateias ton kaikon potamon, DS 3.55.5). Luke

presents this popular hellenistic thought as a religious sanction. According to

Acts 16:6-9, the Holy Spirit forbade Paul to go to certain regions, to Provincia

Asia and to Bithynia, but instead ordered him to go forth to Macedonia. This

accords with the literary presentation we have found in hellenistic literature.

F) The Recipients

We have already mentioned above that hellenistic missionary literature used a

common definition of the true recipients of mission on the one hand, and its

opponents on the other. 35 Here one arrives at the difference between asebeis

33 Can we speak of conversion in pagan societies? Conversion has become an important

issue in recent scholarship referring only to conversions from paganism to Judaism and

Christianity, and from the latter to the former. Cf. McKnight, A Light, and M. Goodman,
Mission. An interesting description of conversion from a sociological point of view, unrelated

to antiquity, can be found in the article by D. A. Snow and R. Machalex. Amongst other

things they say that "... conversion concerns not only a change in values, beliefs, and

identities, but more fundamentally and significantly, it entails the displacement of one uni-

verse of discourse by another or the ascendance of a formerly peripheral universe of discourse

to the status of primary authority. Such a conception does not restrict conversion only to

changes from one religion to another or to the adoption of a religious world view where one

was previously absent. .
." (p. 170 in “The Sociology of Conversion”, in Ann. Rev. of Sociol.

10 (1984), pp. 167—190 with extensive bibliography.

This article, and other studies quoted by the above mentioned authors, tend to ignore the

process of pre-Christian conversion. According to my own definition (see above), a pagan can

also undergo conversion. If a pagan starts to prefer the worship of one god to another (thus

changing his social affiliations), he can be seen as a convert. What Celsus says many years later

concerning the "monotheism” of pagans strengthens the point (cf. Origines, Contra Celsum
5.34). This is true in particular when a pagan becomes a member of a religious association

which worships one specific god. Thus people lin the hellenistic era who accepted Osiris, or

worshiped Heracles because of this “benefits to humankind” (when they had not done so

previously), were the recipients of the so-called “primitive" mission, and may be considered as

some kind of converts. However, people who believed that they were in the remote past
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and eusebeis ,

36
In the case of the hellenistic culture-heroes we can also find this

distinction. For instance, it is said that the Boeotian Dionysus “instructed all

men who were pious and cultivated a life of justice in the knowledge of his

rites . .
.” (DS 3.64.7). The eusebeis and dikaioiwere the recepients of Dionysus’

mission. It has already been seen that when the report spread that Dionysus was

“treating all men honorably (epieikos

)

and contributing greatly to the refine-

ment of man’s social life, the entire populace thronged to meet him and

welcomed him everywhere with great joy”. Diodorus adds that there were “a

few, however, who, out of disdain and impiety, looked down upon him (oligon

d’ onton ton di’ uperephanian kai asebeian kataphronounton) . . . but such

persons were punished by him right speedily” (DS 3 .65 . 1-2) . Diodorus specifies

how Dionysus punished the impious: “In some cases he made use of the

superior power which attended his divine nature and punished the impious

(asebeis), either striking them with madness or causing them while still living to

be torn limb from limb by the hands of women; in other cases he destroyed such

as opposed him by a military device” (DS 3.65.3). Thus “Dionysus punished the

impious (asebeis) but treated all other men honorably (epieikos)” (3.65.7). Yet

in another version of the Dionysus story it is said that Dionysus’ campaign

against the Titans was for the “purpose of punishing the impious and conferring

benefits upon the entire human race” (epi kolasei men ton asebon, euergesia de

tou koinou genous ton anthropon, 3 .72 .4, cf. also 4.2.6 and 4 .2 ff) . It was

Heracles who handed over the kingdom of Iberia to the noblest men from

among the natives.

Turning now to the Book of Acts it can be seen that Luke also drew the above

definition between the god fearers and the impious (Acts 13:43; 13:49; 14:2;

17:4; 17:17; 24:15). Luke’s use of this terminology, like his use of the above

hellenistic literary devices, may indicate that Luke wished to describe Paul’s

missionary acts in a manner that would be familiar to the pagans among his

audience. 37

In conclusion, it can be argued that the framework and techniques of Paul’s

mission, according to the Book of Acts, have many aspects in common with

subjugated by a missionary god, or used the new technological devices which were associated

with one or another cultural-hero, can also be considered as the recipients of some kind of

mission without necessarily having become converts.
36 Cf. on this issue E. SchUrer (ed. G. Vermes et al.), The History of the Jewish People in

the Age of Jesus Christ (175 B.C. - 135 A.D.), vol.3,1 (1986), pp. 150f, and in particular

Joyce Reynolds and R. Tannenbaum, “Jews and God-Fearers at Aphrodisias’* in The
Cambridge Philological Society 12 (1987), pp.48ff, and also McKntght, A Light,

pp. 110—114. Theosebeis was used as a technical term for gentiles within the Jewish diaspora

(Reynolds and Tannenbaum, ibid.
,
pp.53ff). Eusebeis is a more general term used in the

pagan world, and is not found in a Jewish context.
37 Cf. also Claudius to the people of Alexandria; he uses sebeia for those who are faithful to

the Augusti (for the English text cf. R. K. Sherx, The Roman Empire: Agustus to Hadrian

[Cambridge, 1988], no. 44, line 24).
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pagan sources from the heilenistic era dealing with missionary hero-gods. The

similarities concerning the methods of mission are too obvious to ignore their

common origin.



Old Athens and New Jerusalem: Some Signposts for Christian

Scholarship in the Early History of Mission Studies

Andrew F. Walls

A t the end of a long and eventful life, the English Puritan

Richard Baxter was engaging in the proper Puritan

practice of introspection and self-analysis, highlighting the mat-

ters on which his ideas had changed, the things he would now do
differently. "I was wont to look but little beyond England in my
prayers, as not considering the state of the rest of the world. Or
if I prayed for the conversion of the Jews, that was almost all. But

now, as I better understand the case of the world and the method
of the Lord's Prayer, ... I cannot be affected so much with the

calamities of the land of my nativity as with the case of the

heathen, Mahometan and ignorant nations of the earth." 1 The

old Calvinist confesses astonishment that divine providence has

confined its favor so narrowly, and he reflects on the curse of "the

division of languages." Could we but go among the "Tartarians,

Turks and heathens" and speak their languages, he goes on, there

would be no need to lament the recent legislation that had

silenced so many English preachers of the Gospel for their

nonconformity with the state regulation of religion.

The passage points up some contrasts between Baxter's day

and our own. Had he been able to see the world three hundred

years later, his puzzlement at the geographic restriction of the

knowledge of salvation might have been modified. His Puritan

instincts might have found relief in knowing that the majority of

Christians would one day live in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and

the Pacific, while the land of his nativity steadily shed its Chris-

tian allegiance. He might also have modified his identification of

diversity of language as the plague that inhibited evangelization.

Language is but the outer shell of a much more fundamental

diversity of thought and practice into wHch the Chi . tian mes-

sage must be translated. If Tartarians and Turks were to become
Christians, the process would take Christianity itself into new
pathways.

Baxter was one of the most catholic-spirited Christian lead-

ers of his day and place, and such foreknowledge might simply

have taken his thoughts to the New Testament exemplars of that

conversion of the nations that burdened the prayers of his last

years.

A Signpost in Old Jerusalem

The earliest model of Christianity, as described in the opening

chapters of the Acts of the Apostles, is a Jewish one. The earliest

Christians apprehended the significance of Jesus in essentially

Jewish terms. Everything about Jesus made sense for them in

terms of Jewish history and Jewish destiny. They were all Jews
by birth and inheritance and were so attached to the Torah that

their leader, Jesus' own brother, became known as James the

Just—that is, James the Righteous, in the Jewish sense of heartfelt

fulfillment of the law. What reason had they to abandon the

Andrew F. Walls is Curator of Collections at the Centre for the Study of

Christianity in the Non-Western World, Honorary Professor of the University

of Edinburgh, and a contributing editor of the International Bulletin of

Missionary Research. In 2 996 and 1997 he was Guest Professor ofEcumenics

and Mission at Princeton Theological Seminary.

Torah? Jesus himself had said he did not aim to destroy it; he

would not sanction the loss of a single jot or tittle of it. So attached

were they to the temple that it seems to have been their regulai

meeting place, the temple liturgy the staple of their worship/

They had not abandoned animal sacrifice but saw it in a neve

context—the self-offering of the Servant of God. 3 Above all, the)

saw Jesus as the Messiah, the Agent of God. In doing so, the)

transformed the traditional concept of messiahship by stressing

his crucifixion and resurrection; but this did not destroy the

traditional concept. Rather, it enlarged it by tying it to the

symbols of Son of Man and Suffering Servant. Jesus, that is, was

above all the national savior of Israel, the onewho would redeerr

the nation and make its significance clear to the nations. Jesus foi

the early Jerusalem Christians was a Jewish savior, whose worl

could not be fully understood without reference to the destiny ol

the nation.

The earliest Jesus community did not immediately go into a!

the world to preach the Gospel to every creature. The believers

had enough to do without going anywhere. Certainly, some non-

Jews—the household of Cornelius is the example featured ir

Acts (10:1-11:18)—learned about Jesus, but Cornelius belonged

to the fairly small community of Gentiles in Palestine itself whe
had been attracted to Jewish religion and morality. There is nc

trace of any program on the part of the early Jesus community tc

transform the presentation of Jesus to make it intelligible, not tc

mention applicable, to those who were not members of the

commonwealth of Israel.

It was a hugely significant event, therefore, that took place ir

Antioch when an anonymous group of Jewish believers, ex-

pelled from Jerusalem in an attack on Jesus people there, talked

about Jesus to "Greeks," that is, to pagans (Acts 11:20). The

process moved the understanding of Jesus to a different plane

for the group presented him, not as Messiah (how could that idea

apply to a Greek-speaking Antiochian Gentile?), but as Kyrios

(i.e.. Lord), the title used by participants in the East Mediterra-

nean religious potpourri for their cult divinities. This daring

piece of cross-cultural translation, this spectacular theft of sym-

bols (to use the modem jargon), was transformative for Christiar

history. It opened the way to a truly Hellenistic understanding

of Jesus.

This new understanding by no means superseded the oldei

knowledge about Jesus, for the messiahship ofJesus continued tc

be recognized in his title "Jesus Christ." But it took the under-

standing of Jesus into new realms of thought. Note that this

symbol theft was not translation in the narrow sense of word
equivalence. There was no difficulty in translating the wore

"Messiah" into Greek; that had been done centuries before, and

thousands of Greek-speaking Jews looked for the coming of "the

Christ." But what could the Christ (i.e., "Anointed One" oi

"Smeared One") mean to an Antiochian pagan until it waf

identified, and thus explained, in terms of something already

present in Antiochian religious consciousness? People can take

in a new idea only in terms of ideas they already have.

This is where Baxter's view of the division of languages falls

short of the reality. Speaking the languages of the Tartarians and
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Turlcs does not itself produce the communication of the Christian

Gospel. That requires not just a translation of the alien words into

Tartarian speech but a deeper act of translation whereby the

word about Christ is illuminated by something already in the

Tartarian consciousness.

This event in Antioch, promoted, as it seems, not by the

apostles and leaders of the Jesus community but by people we
know virtually nothing about, opened the way for one of the

most creative acts of that community: the establishment of a

Gentile Mission. This developed, not inJerusalem, but in Antioch,

and its agents worked across western Asia, Greece, and the

Balkans, using the Jewish synagogues, with their fringes of

Gentile attenders, as launchpads for the preaching of Jesus. Its

outstanding representative was a diaspora Jew, a rabbi from

Tarsus, who had had an excellent Greek education and who was
sure he had been confronted by the risen Lord himself. In

Antioch and beyond there was a steady stream of responsive

Gentile believers in Jesus, and their background was entirely

different from that of the first believing community, for whom
the significance of Jesus remained expressed in messianic terms.

The first Jesus community was a messianic community,

conscious of living in what the rabbis called the Age to Come, the

era of the fulfillment of Jewish destiny. One feature of that time

that was strikingly portrayed in the prophetic writings was a

flood of Gentiles who recognized the God of Israel. As Isaiah put

it, "Many nations would say 'Come and let us go up to the hill of

the Lord, to the temple of Israel's God”' (Isa. 2:3). It would be

natural for Jerusalem believers to see this sign of the Age to Come
being realized through Antioch and the Gentile Mission.

Converts and Proselytes

It was not unprecedented for Gentiles to discover that God was
to be found among the people of Israel. There was a long Jewish

missionary tradition, witnessed to in the widespread belief that

the Septuagint translation of the Hebrew Scriptures had itself

been inspired for a missionary purpose, the conversion of the

Egyptian king. There was also an established procedure by

which Gentiles who acknowledged God could be received and

incorporated into Israel; incorporation was essential, since God's

promises were to the nation. These promises implied reciprocal

loyalty to God in the covenant, reflected in the act of taking on the

yoke of God, the Torah. The mark of the covenant was circum-

cision, received by male ethnic Jews in the first weeks of life, and

by Gentiles adopted into Israel when they were ready for the

critical step of becoming a proselyte. Before New Testament

times it would seem that a further stage had been instituted in the

journey of the proselyte into Israel. He was baptized, which was
a symbolic crossing over, a symbolic washing away of the dirt of

the heathen world.4

What, then, of the new Gentile believers in Jesus in Antioch

and beyond? Were they not proselytes, enlightened Gentiles

entering Israel and inheriting its sufferings and its glory? Should

they not be received as such, be circumcised with the mark of the

covenant, and be instructed in the duties of the covenant people

by obedience to the Torah? Such a proposal would seem entirely

natural to many in the Jerusalem community of believers in

Jesus, and it is no surprise to find it was strongly urged.

Paul's reaction to the proposal, however, is indignation

verging on incoherence. He refuses to allow it even as an option

that someone brought up as an Antiochian pagan should adopt

the lifestyle of a Jewish believer, even though these Jewish

believers were the oldest, best, most-experienced followers of
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Jesus, embodying a lifestyle that was sanctified by Jesus himself,

still followed by those who had been his close companions in life,

and abundantly demonstrated in his brother, who still presided

over the Jerusalem believers. The dispute was intense; the

Epistle to the Galatians shows the agony and heartbreak it

caused. Finally, after deep deliberation, the leaders of the Jerusa-

lem community (swayed, in the Acts account, not by Paul's torrid

eloquence but by the measured judgments of the seniors who
had known Jesus best, Peter and James the Just) accepted the

essentials of Paul's argument. Though circumcised, Torah-

keeping Jews themselves, they recognized that Gentile believers

in the Messiah could enter Israel without becoming Jews. They

were converts, but they were not proselytes.5

It is hardly possible to exaggerate the importance of this

early controversy and its outcome; it is a pivot on which Christian

history turns. At least three new departures can be traced to it,

each of which offers us a signpost for the present day.

First, the abandonment by the early church of the proselyte

model of dealing with Gentile converts, well established as it

was, guaranteed the future cultural diversity of Christianity;

indeed, it built the principle of cultural diversity into Christianity

in perpetuity. Maintaining the proselyte model would have

established fixed norms of Christian lifestyle, a common pattern

of social custom to be practiced by all Christians, whatever their

ethnic or cultural background. Its parameters would have been

essentially Jewish; a good deal of what appears in the New
Testament letters to early Christian communities would not have

been needed. Had Gentile believers become proselytes, there

would have been no need to raise the question of whether a

Christian should eat the meat that a pagan friend served for

dinner that might have come from a pagan temple (see 1

Corinthians 8). No pagan would be likely to invite a proselyte to

dinner, nor would a Christian proselyte be likely to accept if

invited; everyone knew that Torah-keeping Jews did not eat in

Conversion doesn't
substitute something new
for something old but
redirects toward Christ
what is already there.

pagan houses. The Corinthian epistles, in contrast, show the

emergence of a new lifestyle among Hellenistic Gentile Chris-

tians, not the less Christian for being entirely different from the

style and social life that Peter and James the Just took for granted.

This new lifestyle involved a dynamic that creates the sec-

ond great departure brought about by the decision to abandon
the proselyte model. It is best explored by considering again the

distinction between proselyte and convert. To become a pros-

elyte is to give up one set of beliefs and customs and take up those

of another people. To become a proselyte involves the sacrifice

of national and social affiliations. It involves a form of natural-

ization, incorporation into another milieu. But once the transi-

tion has been made, all the norms of conduct are set out; the way
forward is safe. Precedent is built into the proselyte model; the

proselyte inherits the accumulated experience of others.

To become a convert, in contrast, is to turn, and turning

involves not a change of substance but a change of direction.

Conversion, in other words, means to turn what is already there in

a new direction. It is not a matter of substituting something new
for something old—that is proselytizing, a method that the early

church could have adopted but deliberately chose to jettison.

Nor is conversion a matter of adding something new to some-

thing old, as a supplement or in synthesis. Rather, Christian

conversion involves redirecting what is already there, turning it

in the direction of Christ. That is what the earliest Jerusalem

believers had already done with their Jewish inheritance. Turn-

ing that inheritance toward Messiah Jesus transformed the inher-

itance but did not destroy its coherence or its continuity. On the

contrary, it produced a model of thought and life that was
"Christian" because Jesus was at its center; yet it remained

essentially and inalienably Jewish. The same process and prin-

ciples applied to the world of Hellenistic believers would intro-

duce a whole range of awkward questions of etiquette and social

custom that would have been avoided by retaining the proselyte

model. Conversion opened up Hellenistic social and family life

to the influence of Christ. It forced people to think of the

implications of daily life in terms of social identity and Christian

identity, disturbing, challenging, altering the conventions of that

life, but doing sofrom the inside. It was an essentially risky process,

with many areas of doubt and difficulty. Had the proselyte

model been followed, it is almost certain that many fewer Gen-

tiles would have become Christians. For those that did, however,

there would not have been nearly so much scope for things to go

wrong. Risk, tension, and controversy are essential to the process

of conversion; it is a process that proselytization avoids entirely

by cutting the knot.

The Hellenistic Translation of the Faith

The dynamic of turning toward Christ what was already there

led to a development that marks the third great departure

instituted by the abandonment of the proselyte model. It led to

an expanded process of Christian understanding. The Rubicon

was crossed when the unnamed believers of Acts 1 1 decided that

Jesus had something to say to their Greek pagan hosts in Antioch,

something that could not be heard using the venerable concep-

tual language of messiahship—even though for them personally

that old conceptual language may have expressed the heart of the

Good News. Once they started to speak of Kyrios Jesus, parallel

to Kyrios Sarapis, they reached the realms alike of comprehen-

sion and of danger. No doubt many of their more cautious and
conservative brethren recoiled at the syncretistic possibilities

opened up. But that daring act of metaphysical translation, like

the question of what Christians did about the meat at a pagan's

dinner table, could not be left as a simple matter of word
equivalence. The concept needed explanation, qualification,

supplementation, and definition as the identity of Jesus was
explored in terms of Hellenistic language and thought. In other

words, conversion had to enter the whole realm of Hellenistic

intellectual discourse, opening that discourse toward Christ.

The process would take many generations, but there is a hint of

its profound significance for the Christian future given as early

as the Epistle to the Ephesians. That letter describes the emer-

gence of a single community, the church, from the separated

communities of Jew and Gentile and indicates how, as the

Gentiles enter the community, the full stature of Christ becomes
attainable.6

It is as though Christ himself grows as he penetrates

Gentile thought and society in the persons of his people and
becomes as thoroughly at home in the Hellenistic Gentile world

as once he was in Jewish Palestine.

It is possible to identify three stages in the conversion
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process of the Hellenistic world of thought. The missionary stage

is represented by Paul, most open and accommodating of mis-

sionaries, who saw clearly that the new councils would need to

chart a way of life quite different from that of the first generation

of Christians in Jerusalem and who was prepared for the essen-

tial missionary experience of living on terms set by someone else

("with Gentiles, I live like a Greek," 1 Cor. 9:21). Following along

the path of the believers from Cyprus and Cyrene who came to

Antioch, he undertook substantial symbol theft from the Gentile

world. Thus he can boldly seize the Hellenistic idea of pleroma,

the totality of emanations between the transcendent God and the

material universe, and identify it with Christ (Col. 1:19). The
thought of Christ as the pleroma of emanations lifts the under-

standing of his cosmic function into a realm far beyond what the

old categories of messiahship could ever convey. That is to say,

even in the missionary period, the need to use the conceptual

vocabulary of the Hellenistic world extended the whole under-

standing of who Christ is.

But beyond the missionary stage lay another level of trans-

lation: the convert stage. Justin Martyr is a good representative.

An intellectual whose pilgrimage began in the intellectual

and religious quests of the Hellenistic world as he sought the

vision ofGod that Plato declared to be the true end of philosophy,

Justin describes his increasing disillusionment and frustration at

the inability of the traditional philosophical sources to bring him
to that end, until he eventually found a new source in the Jewish

and Christian Scriptures. 7 By introducing this scriptural source

into philosophical discourse, Justin was able to spend the rest of

his life as a teacher of philosophy, until he sealed in martyrdom
his conviction that Christianity was the true philosophy.

Justin's struggle is that of identity: how to maintain his

Christian identity within the Hellenistic intellectual identity,

which he could not abandon because it had shaped his life and his

mind. Kwame Bediako has shown how central is the question of

identity for a whole range of converted Hellenistic thinkers; he

has also shown how African Christian thinkers of the twentieth

century have followed a parallel path. 8 Justin's struggle is

outside Paul's experience, for though Paul has known the Helle-

nistic thought world from his youth, he lives in it essentially as an

outsider. He can steal its symbols with aplomb, but all the time

he knows that his real homeland is Israel, that he was circum-

cised the eighth day, that he is of the tribe of Benjamin, that he has

sat at the feet of Gamaliel (Rom. 11:1; Acts 22:3). Justin, however,

has no other homeland that he can go to; he has to bring Christ

into the only one he knows.

So the Scriptures become for Justin a principle of critique, a

source to correct his other sources. By their aid he affirms some
parts of his heritage, modifies others, and rejects others with

revulsion. But if the Hellenistic symbols go on a voyage of

discovery in his company, so do the biblical. Justin seizesjoyfully

on the Logos concept, but to take Johannine language into

Justin's thought world is to give it a set of valencies almost

certainly beyond the intention of the Fourth Evangelist. That is

not to say, however, that these valencies are incompatible with

the witness of the Evangelist or with the earlier Christian tradi-

tion. When Justin apprehends Logos not only as Word but as

Reason, he can point triumphantly to the work of God in the

Greek world before the incarnation.9 He can affirm with Paul

|
that theGod of Israel is God of the Gentiles also, but he appropri-

j
ates the consequences in a way Paul never needed to. Whatever

|
is in the true sense in accord with logos/reason must ultimately

| came from the Logos, who brought the world into being and

| sustains it. At one stroke he has demonstrated the pre-incamate
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activity of Christ in the world that he belongs to (while fully

acknowledging the perversions and horrors of that world) and
opened up another dimension of the understanding of the work
of the Divine Son in relation to the origin and purpose of the

world.

The third stage of translation—what we could call the

refiguration stage—could be initiated only by a generation beyond
that of the converts, a generation that had grown up in the

Christian faith and yet was reconciled to its pre-Christian inher-

itance and was not afraid of either. Origen, the most encyclope-

dic thinker of early Christianity, well represents this generation,

even though his early date means that much of his activity is

tentative, experimental, and provisional. No one better illus-

trates the challenges—and the risks—involved in the attempt to

open up a whole shared universe of thought to the influence of

Christ. Origen's work is carried out within the Greek intellectual

universe, and he moves with absolute confidence along its high-

ways and bypaths, and yet he is utterly at home in the Christian

Scriptures, utterly assured of their applicability within his uni-

verse. Origen embodies the attempt to refigure the entire Greek
intellectual and scientific inheritance in Christian terms. A
magnificent statement of his purpose is embedded in a character-

istic piece of biblical exegesis. Think, he says, of the gold in the

As fresh cultural entities

are incorporated into the

community of faith, the full

stature of Christ's body is

revealed.

tabernacle. How was it possible in the wilderness to make the

gold cherubim that symbolized the divine presence? Or whence
came the gold pot that held the manna, or the vessels in the Holy

of Holies? All this precious metal could have come only from the

spoiling of the Egyptians. And the tabernacle curtains must have

been made from Egyptian cloth. The work of Christians, he

concludes, is to take the materials of the heathen world and

fashion from them objects for the worship and glorification of

God. 10

Theology as Spoiling the Egyptians

And that is what Origen and all his successors did; the classical

Christian theology thatwe associate with the early centuries—its

doctrines, creeds, and confessions—was made from the materi-

als of the Greek intellectual world and by means of its methods.

The corpus of Neoplatonic thought was spoiled from the pagan

world as thoroughly as ever the Israelites could have spoiled

Egyptian gold, and from it was hammered out the doctrine of the

Trinity. For the Greek world posed questions for Christian

thought that did not naturally arise in the Jewish world of its

origins. And to take Christ into the Hellenistic universe of

thought and to ask Greek questions about him was to realize that

he is greater, grander, more active, and his relations with God
and humanity more complex than the earliest concepts could

convey. The full stature of Christ is revealed only as a fresh

cultural entity is incorporated into the church, which is his body.

By such means, the highways of old Athens were painfully

rerouted in the direction ofnew Jerusalem. But it was not the end

of the story.
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No mightier artificer labored to fashion Neoplatonic materi-

als to the worship and glorification of God than Augustine of

Hippo. But reading him and other Western Christians of his

generation and those immediately succeeding him, we feel the

sense of doom, of impending disaster. Many feared the collapse

of all that the conversion of the Roman Empire seemed to offer.

The barbarians were at the gates.

The Signposts Point North

What actually happened is an extremely complicated story. For

the wider history of Christianity the most striking effect was a

transformation of the faith from one at home in the urban,

literate, and technological culture of the Mediterranean basin to

one that could take root among peasant herders and cultivators,

military elites and semisettled raiders in western, northern, and

eastern Europe. In the twists and turns that occurred, there are

signs of a process at work parallel to that we have observed in the

Hellenistic world. Like that process, it had its missionary stages

and convert stages, and also stages when a generation of people

nurtured equally in Christian faith and local culture sought to

reconceive their total heritage by turning the existing shared

ways of thinking toward Christ.

The story is less well known than its Hellenistic analogue.

For one thing, it is harder to chart; there are so many stops and

starts, and such a network of peoples and allegiances. There is

also still a tendency to think of the period between the collapse of

the Western Roman Empire and the High Middle Ages as a dark

age. In fact, it was a period of rich Christian creativity and of

cultural transformation. Another unhelpful perspective is to see

it in terms of the survival of late Latin culture. From a Christian

point of view it is a period of immense significance in which the

traditional cultures of various peoples of the North and West

were comprehensively rethought to give them literary expres-

sion, intellectual vigor, and a degree of Christian integrity.

Two areas of intellectual activity in particular developed in

this period as a by-product of the interaction of the Christian faith

with the cultures of those the Romans had always designated

"barbarian."

The first was law. We must remember how frequently

Christianity wras adopted among the northern peoples in terms

of customary law. It was essentially a communal affair, for it

affected social custom, festivals, and sacrifices. The decision

whether to adopt the new faith was thus frequently a consensual

one, determined by the judgment that its adoption would be for

the benefit of the community as a whole. Tribal societies are

bound by custom and held in place by spiritual sanctions; since

the spiritual and natural worlds interpenetrate, the sacred and

secular realms cannot be separated. To change the customs of

such a society thus goes to its very heart; to adopt new festivals

relates to its vital rhythms. Prohibiting a long-standing practice

is a critical decision involving spiritual powers, feasible only in

the shelter of a Power still greater.

The acceptance of Christianity by the peoples of the North

thus involved the adoption of the faith into the frameworks of

customary law of a multitude of peoples, a fact that was to shape

European Christianity up to the Enlightenment and beyond. 11

The process was reinforced by the adoption, under Christian

influence, of Roman law and the habits of mind it induced. The
transposition of Christianity into a Hellenistic setting had re-

quired the translation of central Christian convictions into Greek,

which in turn raised Greek questions about Christ that required

Greek answers. The subsequent transposition of the faith into a

European setting raised questions about Christian affirmatic

that arose out of the central importance in those societies of 1;

and custom. Western European Christians, for instance, demc
strated more explicit interest in the doctrine of the atonemi

than early Christian writers had thought necessary. Ariselr

classic exposition of the basis of atonement makes sense in t

categories of traditional Germanic law, with its principle

necessary compensation and its assumption of kinship solid

ity; it makes sense also in terms of Roman law. It would probal

not have occurred to a Greek thinker at all; it is an answer ma
from Western materials to a question raised by Western con

tions. It nonetheless helped to open up a new area of understar

ing of the significance of Christ's work.

The legal framework that the conditions of western Eure

applied to theology made possible a new activity that had i

occurred to early Christian writers, nor apparently ever to Ea

em Christians. This was the exercise of systematic theology: 1

codification of Christian affirmations in the way that laws can

codified, and the development of doctrine along the lines tl

legal theory worked. It was an exercise that essentially issued

such movements as Aquinas's Summa and Calvin's Institutes

History Writing and Early Mission Studies

The other branch of intellectual activity that developed an
under the impact of Christianity upon the northern cultures v

historical writing. The entry of peoples into the faith gave th<

a stimulus to set out their histories. Histories of the Franks, 1

Goths, and the Lombards are literary milestones of their kir

greatest of them all, perhaps, is Bede's history of the Engli

These works give a significance to the local that the great tra

tion of imperial Roman history never knew, yet this local c<

sciousness is infused, as Bede so clearly demonstrates, wit!

much wider sense of Christian belonging. Bede's great worl

a history of the English church and the emergence of the Engl

people; he sees it as a single story that is part of the wit

Christian story. The native historians of early Christian Eure

set their local histories within the history of the universal chur

in which, for instance, the deeds of the Franks are related to

history of Rome. But since Roman history itself has its h

significance in the conversion of the empire, Roman history its

is set in the framework of biblical history. The events that give i

Franks, the Lombards, and the English their identity have to

seen in relation to the wider and longer story of salvation. T
outlook gives a basis for comparative history and comparat
chronology, and the processes of this period make possibl

Christian philosophy of history as the events of the recent p
are studied within the history of redemption.

In this respect, Bede was responsible for another schola

landmark, namely, his development of the system, well ni

universally adopted by the ninth century, of "A.D." dating

complete system of chronology based on the incarnation as

pivotal fact in the human story. 12
It was a historiographical

well as a theological statement. It greatly facilitated the devel<

ment of reasonably accurate comparative dating of events

different areas. The separate local identities with their lo

histories could be related to one another because each was st

as taking place within the total history of redemption. 1

Christian Roman Empire, with all its resources, political a

literary, seems never to have attempted this. It is the fruit of 1

attempt to think the history of one's own people into the hist<

of God's saving activity.

For our closing example of the new studies that arose fr<
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the meeting of the northern peoples with the Christian faith, we
may take the work of Isidore, bishop of Seville from approxi-

mately 600 to 636, written from the heart of the Visigothic

kingdom of southern Spain. In some ways it is an unrepresenta-

tive choice, since that kingdom was itself overthrown by the

Muslims, and the attempt at a Christian presentation of a com-
prehensive view of knowledge gave place to an Islamic one. But

the influence of Isidore lasted much longer than the kingdom in

which he lived, and his thinking and his systems of knowledge
were to guide generations of people whose homes were far from
Spain. 13

Isidore was a systematizes a codifier, a preserver and veri-

fier of tradition. His Etymologies, read all over Europe, provided
a sort of Christian encyclopedia, uniting information on gram-
mar, agriculture, mining, medicine, even accounting, with theo-

logical commentary. They even furnish a guide to pre-Christian

literature; as Isidore puts it, there may be dangers in studying the

literature of paganism, but there are greater dangers in igno-

rance. Isidore's encyclopedia is set in a framework of Christian

theology and church law; it is a guide to proper method and
practice in every sphere of life.

Isidore's particularly significant contributions come in the

realm of history and political theory, and in each case we can

observe the attempt to root these in a universal Christian

worldview that took account of the realities of Gothic political

life.

Isidore wrote a history of his own Gothic people. He also

wrote a work of much wider scope and influence, generally

known as the Sixth Age of the World , an attempt at a Christian

philosophy of history that precedes and anticipates Bede. In

Isidore's chronology" the sixth age of world history began with

the accession of Augustus because that reign saw Christ's incar-

nation. The work offers a comparative history and chronology of

events sacred and profane. The special significance of the sixth

age is that during it Christ's rule was established in the various

kingdoms of the world, in the Roman Empire and beyond. These

kingdoms become thereby membra Christi (limbs of Christ), equal

before God and under his judgment. The criterion of judgment
of the nations is their degree of conformity to the law of Christ.

This view leads to a new theory that stands on its head the old

idea of the divine emperor, to which Eusebius had tried, with

unhappy results, to give a Christian shape. For Isidore, the king

is no divine figure but shares utterly in the human condition. He
leads his kingdom, not by domination, but by example—by
displaying justice, service to his people, mercy even to those who
plot against him, readiness to reverse the evil ways of predeces-

sors, and careful observance of church discipline. The kings of

Visigothic Spain fitted this ideal no more closely, perhaps, than

the rest of their kind, but can one imagine Constantine or

Theodosius or Justinian prostrating himself before a church

council to implore the prayers of the fathers that he might

properly perform his duties? That is what King Sisenand did at

the Council of Toledo in 633. It was not Hellenistic or Roman
Christianity, but what Greeks and Romans would have called

barbarian Christianity, that laid the foundations of a Christian

political theory by opening up its central institutions—custom

and rulership—to Christ.

The Signpost at Reichenau

Isidore's works appear again and again in the great monastic

libraries of middle Europe—at Reichenau, Saint Gall, and

Wurzburg. Some instructive studies have been done in recent

years on those libraries and their catalogs. 14 The Reichenau
catalog alone could be used to demonstrate the development of

mission studies in the critical centuries between late Roman and
developed medieval Christianity. It shows, for instance, the

close connection of the learning process with the missionary

processes of the evangelistic and pastoral role of the community.
Equally close is the connection with the institution's school

(whose teaching function was by no means confined to clerics or

intending clerics). The Reichenau library was obviously used as

a source of reference, research, and record. (Isidore and Bede
were well represented in the library.) Its scriptorium was effec-

tively a publishing house that made books available;15 Reginbert,

librarian of Reichenau, was personally responsible for copying at

least forty-two works during his tenure.

The catalogs of Reichenau and the other great houses also

reveal the careful systematizing of knowledge, the care given to

accessibility. It now appears that the catalogs are works of

reference in which the order of entries gives the discerning and
knowledgeable reader an indication of the resources of the

library for each branch of learning. They reveal also the relation

The twenty-first century
will require vigorous
Christian scholarship
rooted in the soil of Africa,

Asia, and Latin America.

of sacred topics to those one might assume to be secular. We
learn, for instance, that Virgil is preserved because Christian

poetry must emulate the greatest masters and employ the purest

language.

The libraries reveal an international Christian conscious-

ness, where Christian scholars feel and acknowledge the influ-

ence of colleagues and mentors from other parts of the Christian

world . They reveal also the different uses of Latin and vernacular

literature, for there are representatives of both, and even interlin-

ear translations of some.

And, very strikingly, the libraries reveal the existence of

scholarly networks. They loaned books to, and borrowed books

from, one another; they compiled lists of books they wanted,

made copies of works they needed, and welcomed visiting

readers and researchers.

Europe in the eighth and ninth centuries was a turbulent

place, but the libraries of its Christian institutions reveal a busy

intellectual life and a remarkably catholic approach to the organ-

ization of knowledge. We do great injustice to the achievement

of these Christian scholars and intellectuals if we see their work

as rescue archaeology, gathering such fragments of late Roman
culture as they could gamer for preservation in dark times. In

fact, it was a new chapter in Christian scholarship and under-

standing, and like its Greek predecessor, it arose out of the

interaction of the Christian faith with a new cultural complex, in

this case the networks ofcustomary thoughtamong the northern

peoples.

There were other chapters to come; Christian history in the

West and beyond has been especially affected by the chapter that

resulted from the Christian interaction with the European En-

lightenment. But there is an equally crucial chapter now in the

process of writing.
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The Signposts Pointing South

To return to the point with which this article began: the substan-

tive difference between the Christian world of Richard Baxter

around 1691 and that of our own day is that the majority of

Christians are now Africans, Asians, Latin Americans, and Pa-

cific Islanders—and the proportion is rising daily. Christianity is

now primarily a non-Western religion and on all present indica-

tions will steadily become more so. If the considerations urged

here have any validity, the critical processes to observe in con-

temporary Christianity are those that reflect the turning of the

mental and moral processes of Africa, Asia, and Latin America

toward Christ.

The Christian consciousness of Africa and Asia is likely to

reflect the pre-Christian cultural processes, including the pre-

Christian religious processes, of these continents. On all past

showing, these processes are not replaced—that would be the

way of the proselyte. They are redirected, for that is the way of

the convert. Christian theology—active, working Christian

theology—is constructed under the Spirit's guidance from pre-

Christian materials. The vessels and hangings of the tabernacle,

while divinely directed in the making, consist of Egyptian gold

and Egyptian cloth. The most urgent reason for the study of the

religious traditions of Africa and Asia, of the Amerindian and the

Pacific peoples, is their significance for Christian theology; they

are the substratum of the Christian faith and life of the greater

number of the Christians of the world.

Notes
1. The passage first appeared in Reliquiae Baxterianae; or, Mr. Richard

Baxter's narrative of the most memorable passages of his life (London,
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in the temple, and in 3:1 we find Peter and John going to the temple

at the prayer hour.
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respect for the traditional sacrificial rituals by paying for the purifi-

cation of four of their number (Acts 2:21-26). The ritual in question

involved animal sacrifice (Num. 6:13-21).
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broken sentences of Galatians (e.g., 1:19; 5:1-12).

6. Ephesians 4:12-13, following the argument in 1:11-23.

The signposts of the past reoriented the Athenian high road

toward Jerusalem. They pointed it through Reichenau and

beyond . They began in the Old Jerusalem and will end only in the

New.
Each stage of the journey has seen expanded understanding

of the significance ofChrist as he was translated successively into

the languages and cultures of the peoples where he was received

by faith. The study of the signposts irresistibly suggests that

there are yet further expansions of the understanding of Christ to

be expected from his present engagement with the cultures of

Africa and Asia. They assuredly indicate also that the faith of the

twenty-first century will require a devout, vigorous Christian

scholarship rooted in the soil of Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

If this be so, what should be our hopes, what our fears? The

huge disabilities under which the crucial undertaking is to be

pursued make the fears real enough. But the hopes are still

greater. They lie inwhat Richard Baxter called "the method of the

Lord's Prayer" (Hallowed be thy name . . . thy Kingdom come
. . . thy will be done on earth) and in the knowledge that the

coming of the New Jerusalem means also the revealing of the full

stature of Christ. In the meantime, there is the evidence of the

library of Riechenau and the witness it bears to an international

network of busy, practical, Christian scholars preserving and
extending both learning and the faith, sharing their resources,

borrowing, lending, composing, and copying their books for the

sake of the kingdom, in the midst of war and tumult, plague and
famine.

7. Justin describes his conversion to Christ, which takes place in the

context of philosophical debate, in the early sections of his Dialogue

with Trypho.
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McKitterick, The Carolingians and the Written Word (Cambridge:

Cambridge Univ. Press, 1989), pp. 26-75.
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C
arey entered the pulpit of the

chapel ofLall Bazaar in Cal-

cutta and found a pair ofold

shoes fastened to the desk.

They were reminders of his

origins as a cobbler. ..a reminder of

great significance in India where leath-

er workers are among the lowest

castes. As Carey mounted the pulpit, he

glanced at the shoes and said to the

congregation, “The God who can do

for and though a poor shoemaker the

much He has done for and through

me, can bless and use any. The very

humblest may trust Him.”And what

God did through this man!

Chuck Wickman scratched his

head in amazement: His survey

results were outright depressing.

Chuck, senior pastor of Christ

Community Church of Monrovia,

California and executive director

of the William Carey Bicenten-

nial, had polled one thousand

five hundred young Christians

on “Who was William Carey?”

Of the 1,500, how many knew?
None.

Not one young person knew
anything about this shoemaker-

turned-translator, educator, jour-

nalist, horticulturist, social re-

former, missionary. In 1792 this

learned English shoemaker

Adapted from remarks by Dr. Charles Wickman at the William Carey

Bicentennial Preliminary Consultation—January, 1990

bombarded his tiny world of Dis-

senting Baptists—popularly

called “Particular Baptists”

—

with a tract and a sermon. The
reverberations are still being felt

in this final decade of the millen-

nium.
The tract put forth the revolu-

tionary idea (for that time) that

God expects all Christians to be a

part of the “means” He uses to

convert the heathens. The ser-

mon dared Carey’s compatriots to

thrust out into that work by “ex-

pecting great things from God,

and on that basis attempting

great things for God!”

The resulting mission socie-

ty and the work begun in India by

Carey and his colleagues esta-

blished the Christian approach to

the non-Christian world which,

in the main, has been followed by
Protestants to this hour.

Sit Down, Ye Men of God!
England in the 1700s desperately

needed revival. The upper class-

es lived in overt immorality.

One of the most popular amuse-
ments at the time

was watching the

executions of men,
women and often

children hanged
for insignificant

crimes. Social

conditions were
deplorable.

The Particular Baptist

Society for Propagating

the Gospel Among the

Heathen founded
shortly after Carey’s

famous “Expect,

Attempt" sermon is

now credited with

being the first modern
missionary society.
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Worst of all was the condi-

tion of the Church, which seemed

helpless in the face of the de-

bauchery of the land. Even some

of the clergy had scandalized

their profession by their worldly

lifestyles. An exaggerated pre-

destinarianism existed. The
congregants might as well have

been singing, “Sit down ye men
of God, ye cannot do a thing;

when God wants His kingdom in,

His kingdom He will bring.”

It was also a revolutionary

period. A passion for personal

freedom was growing; conformi-

ty and formalism were being

challenged. The doctrines of re-

ligion were things to be dis-

cussed, not personally experi-

enced. Into that 18th century were

born the Wesleys and George

Whitefield. Into that century

came Pietists with their interest

in “heart religion” and the Meth-
odists who prayed for the revival

of the Church. Into that century in

1761 came William Carey.

As a boy he was fond of draw-

ing and painting, had his own
museum of insects and plants,

and was considered to have unu-
sual intelligence, mastering Lat-

in at age 12. He got a taste of

scriptural knowledge from his

Established Church parents. But
after becoming apprentice to a

shoemaker he was introduced to

the Dissenters. In 1782 he began to

preach regularly.

In 1791 at an Associational

meeting Carey presented his now
well-known An Enquiry into the

Obligation of Christians to Use

Means for the Conversion of

Heathens. The next year it was
published. And on May 31 of that

same year the sermon for which

the world knows him best was
preached. The occasion was a

meeting of the leaders of the Dis-

senter parishes of the Midlands.

Carey took his text from Isaiah

54:2,3. He expounded on the

theme: “Expect great things from

God; attempt great things for

God.”

The sermon was a
creative moment in the

history ofChrises
kingdom!

S. Pierce Carey in an old bi-

ography observes: “All his men-
tal power was concentrated in

200 Years After
William Carey

Attempted Great
Things for God,

AreWe Still

Expecting Great
Things From God?

this sermon. All his gatherings of

years in workshops and study ex-

ploded here with such a power that

reaction was bound to follow.

“Everyone was seized by his

energetic words. Everyone was
aghast. Everyone felt these words

must have consequences.” It was
a creative moment in the history

of Christ’s kingdom.
At the next associational meet-

ing, in October in Kettering, 12

ministers, a student and a deacon

formed the first English-

speaking, church-related mis-

sion society, later to be known as

the Baptist Missionary Society.

Thus in 1793 Carey, along with

his wife, children and sister-in-

law, together with colleague John
Thomas, left for India, never to

return to England.

Translation, Criticism
And Fire

Arriving in Calcutta, the Carey
party discovered they would not be

allowed by the East India Compa-
ny to be missionaries. Thomas
could stay; he was a physician

and was needed there. Carey had
to move inland, where he became
manager of an indigo factory.

In January of 1800, he moved
to Serampore where he, along with

Marshman the schoolmaster and
Ward the printer, would do the

—continued, next page
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work he had envisioned back in

England.
Carey translated, printed and

distributed copies of the Gospel of

Matthew in Bengali, and soon he

finished the whole New Testa-

ment. Schools were opened. The
first convert, Krishna Pal, was
baptized in the River Hoogli.

Later Carey became a college

professor of Bengali, Sanskrit

and Marathi. In Serampore he

translated and distributed whole

Bibles, New Testaments, books

and passages into a total of 34

different languages and dia-

lects. There he founded Seram-
pore College and the Horticultur-

al Society of Calcutta.

It was not easy, however. There

was anti-missionary agitation

in England. Restrictions were

placed on mis-

sionaries by the

Bengal govern-

ment. There were
difficulties with

new missionaries

who came to join

Carey but were
critical of their

elders. Carey’s

first wife Dorothy lost her mental
balance early on and died. His

second wife died after 13 years.

His third wife had a fall the year

they were married, in 1823, and
suffered a long and serious ill-

ness.

At one point a fire burned down
Carey’s entire printing opera-

tion. His response? “Take heart

and carry on,” he said. “Go for-

ward. The Lord has laid me low

that I may look more simply to

Him.”
His sermon the following

Sunday was titled, “Be Still and
Know That I Am God.” True to

his sermon style, he had two

points: God’s right to dispose of

us as He pleases and man’s duty

to acquiesce to His will.

“To Give Without Reserve”
Carey’s heart is best seen in the

covenant repeated three times

yearly by those working at Seram-
pore Mission. It remains a model
for Christian enterprise to this

day:

1. To set an infinite value on

men’s souls.

2. To acquaint ourselves with the

snares which hold the minds of

people.

3. To abstain from whatever deep-

ens India’s prejudice against the

Gospel.

4. To watch for every chance of do-

ing the people good.

5. To preach Christ crucified as the

grand means of conversions.

6. To esteem and treat the Indians

always as our equals.

7. To guard and build up
“the hosts that may be gath-

ered.”

8. To cultivate their spirit-

ual gifts, ever pressing

upon them their mission-

ary obligation since Indi-

ans only can win India for

Christ.

—Continued on page 21.

Serampore College,

founded by William Carey.
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Chapter 2

THE SENDING BODY
How does the Church
organize for mission?

By Samuel Hugh Moffett

THE TWO MOST COMMONLY recog-

nized forms of organization for mis-

sion are often labeled "church" and
"parachurch," and some may be sur-

prised that the Mission Handbook (both

the 13th and 14th editions) does not cat-

alogue the sending societies in those

terms. It simply lists them alphabetically

without regard to their basic ecclesiasti-

cal nature.

There is an advantage to this. It fo-

cuses on common interests and concerns

rather than on differences. It brings us

closer to the spirit of Jesus' prayer in

John 17.

Differences need not be highlighted

But recognition of diversity in the way
Christians organize for mission need not

destroy our unity in Christ. Those who
think of the denominations as being

"church" and the independent and
transdenominational agencies as "para-

church" will discover in this edition of

the Handbook about 121 of the former
and 643 of the latter. They appear side-

by-side in this same mission resource

volume as significant parts of the world-

wide outreach of the Body of Jesus

Christ. The fact that differences are not

highlighted, and that together, church

and parachurch are seen as constituting

a mission "team" is in itself cause for

thanksgiving.

This does not mean there are no ten-

sions. Nor is there anything new about

their existence. There has always been

friction between the Church and the vol-

untary societies which its members form

among themselves for specific action.

The organized body has frequently been

at odds with its individual members in

mission.

Perhaps it was this tug-of-war be-

tween institutional structures and the

functional freedom of Christians in mis-

sion that led John R. Mott to urge Chris-

tians to "organize as if everything de-

pended on the organization, and pray as

if everything depended on prayer."

But call it what you will, this tension

between "order and ardor," between
Church and para-church, between the

Dr. Samuel H. Moffett was born and raised in Korea where his parents were pioneer mis-

sionaries. Educated at Wheaton College, Moody Bible Institute, Princeton Seminary and Yale

Universisty, he returned to the Orient as a missionary to China. Expelled by the Communist
government, he moved to Korea for a distinguished career in theological education, and is now
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structure and the individual, is a cre-

ative force as old as Paul's encounter
with Peter in Antioch, and as

troublingly contemporary as a 20th cen-

tury Protestant schism. It can best be un-

derstood, therefore, in a context of his-

tory. For "The real essence of the real

Church," as Hans Kung has written, "is

expressed in historical form."

Individualism in ascendancy

Today's statistics suggest that the tides

of history are running in favor of greater

freedom in mission and a loosening of

ecclesiastically institutionalized ties.

This is an unexpected reversal of a hun-

dred-year-long trend in North America

that had been moving in precisely the

opposite direction since about the mid-

dle of the 19th century. (See Earl R. Mac-
Cormac, "An Ecumenical Failure: The
Development of Congregational Mis-

sions and its Influence upon Presbyteri-

ans," in the Journal of Presbyterian His-

tory, vol. 44, no. 4, Dec. 1966, pp. 266-

285.)

In 1953, 56% of North America's Pro-

testant career missionaries were con-

nected to national councils of churches

(U.S.A. and Canada), while 44% were
more independently related. But by
1985 the figures had been startlingly re-

versed. Only about 12% were in denom-
inational mission boards represented on
the national councils, whereas the per-

centage of independents had doubled
from 44% to 88%. (See 13th Mission

Handbook, p. 39). If the emerging "tent-

making missionary" movement is fac-

tored in, the momentum toward indi-

vidualism is quickening yet faster.

But how does this present trend com-
pare with the broader sweep of history?

A Church connection

In the first century, a question came
up concerning the relationship between
.recognized <Trlpsi^rir,l ...Wk l.h»

Twelve) and a highly personalized, but

amazingly effective, mission (Paul's),

which brought forth an eloquent defense

of his ministry to the Gentiles. Paul rec-

ognized the imperatives of (1) a Church

connection, (2) a commissioning from
the congregation in Antioch, and later,

(3) the approval of the leaders in Jerusa-

lem.

But when Paul's own authority was
questioned, he based the validity of his

call and mission not on the mandate of

Paul's own authority was

based on the revelation of

Jesus Christ

any church in Antioch, or even on the

sanction of the apostles in Jerusalem, but

on the revelation of God in Jesus Christ.

Only in the assurances of a commision-

ing beyond the power of any human or-

ganization to give, could he be so bold

as to "oppose [Peter] to his face."

Rome's modus vivendi

In seventh-century England, the ten-

sion between independent and church-

centered outreach brought Celtic and
Roman missions into head-on collision.

The former were far more successful in

converting Scotland and England, but

the latter triumphed in organizing the

Church. It was the Irish monks, singu-

larly unfettered by diocesan controls,

who largely Christianized the British

Isles. But it was a bishop from Rome,
Wilfred of York, who outmaneuvered

them at Whitby in 663-664 A.D..

A different, but not altogether dis-

similar, conflict of functional urgencies

and organizational connections in the

ninth century kept Cyril and Methodius

dangling in mid-orbit between Constan-

tinople and Rome, as those two power-

fu^Miixhe^^ueh^orcontrolofthe
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brothers' successful mission to the Slavs.

The missionaries, however, were more
interested in keeping the project in-

digenously Slavic than in the issue of

with what church it should have its con-

nection.

After a thousand years of trial and
error, Rome at last faced the fact that

church structures and mission structures

might need differing institutional forms

and a flexible relationship. Beginning

with the Franciscans and Dominicans in

the 13th century, and the Jesuits in the

16th, the Pope began to grant autonomy
from lesser ecclesiastical authority than

his own to a whole multitude of mis-

sionary orders (voluntary societies for

mission).

Freed from jealous ecclesiastical con-

trols, these missionary societies ex-

ploded in outreach across the world, far

beyond the borders of Christendom. It is

true that the pattern of the Roman Cath-

olic orders had its own problems. At one

unforgettable point in church history,

the Pope dissolved the entire Jesuit Soci-

ety! But it has endured and serves admi-

rably as a missionary model to this day.

Protestant reformers lag behind

Had Martin Luther not reacted against

the missionary orders — especially the

Dominicans and Franciscans, as in his

preface to Alber's The Fool's Mirror—
the first 250 years of Protestantism
might not have been so astonishingly

sterile in missionary outreach. Without
a structure for missionary ministry com-
parable to the orders, Protestantism
turned in upon itself, as a church in mis-

sion among the churched, and left the

world to the untiring friars and the

Jesuits.

It is significant that when the Luth-
eran monarch Frederick IV of Denmark
looked about for his first foreign mis-
ionaries in 1706, he went not to the or-

ganized church, but to the independent

Pietists, and offical Lutheranism thun-

dered against the folly of a mission to

savages. The voluntary mission society,

supported by no single church body, re-

mained the dominant German pattern

up into the 1950's.

Anglicans, less anti-Catholic and more

pragmatic than Luther, proved more
flexible than the continental Lutheran

and Reformed churches. They eventu-

ally allowed two different missionary

societies within their one church — the

older Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel, for the more establishment-

minded, and a new Church Missionary

Society for the more independent "evan-

gelicals."

An "even-tempered plurality"

Max Warren's article "Why Mission-

ary Societies and Not Missionary Chur-

ches?" is a beautifully even-tempered

defense of such plurality of mission

structures within the unity of the

Church:

"To imagine the religious societies of

the eighteenth century as being in some
way 'in opposition' to the Church, or

even to envisage them in apposition, as

Americans were even

more innovative

being over against the Church, is to do
despite to the Holy Spirit of God and to

his working in history. It is a wrong in-

terpretation of the facts. No, official

leadership does not by itself constitute

the Church. Nor is the central adminis-

tration of a denomination the Church"
(italics his).

Americans were even more innova-

tive. Instead of one church with two
missionary societies, they formed one
missionary society for two still-sepa-
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rated churches — the Congregationalist

and Presbyterian — and for any others

which might wish to cooperate. The fa-

mous American Board of Commission-
ers for Foreign Missions, organized in

1810 after the pattern of the London
Missionary Society, became the mission-

ary agency for both denominations. On
both sides of the Atlantic, this type of

parachurch structure of the voluntary

mission societies turned out to be the

dominant form of 19th century Protes-

tant overseas missions.

An ironic switch in Presbyterianism

But as early as 1837, American Pres-

byterians began to have second thoughts

about independence in mission. A year

later, the Presbyterian General Assem-
bly tore itself in half over the issue

(among other issues in question) of

whether Presbyterian missions could

This was the dominant

form of 19th century

Protestant Missions

properly be entrusted to an independent

agency not under the direct control of

the Church. Its "liberal" wing remained

loyal to the parachurch society and was
drummed out of the Church.

The "conservative" wing, remaining
in the assembly, separated itself from
the highly successful voluntary society

for missions, and formed an equally suc-

cessful denominational Board of Foreign

Missions. By the end of the century,
mainline church agencies, denomination-
ally controlled, became the ascendant
organizational form of missions.

The 20th century brought an ironic
switch. In the 1930's — just as the de-

nominationally-controlled mainline mis-
sion boards were proving their ability to

around the world — an abrupt reversal

of the trend took place, particularly in

North America.

Earlier, it had been the "liberals" who
championed the parachurch approach to

mission. About a century later, around

the year 1937, it was the "conservatives"

who broke away from the denomina-
tions in ever-increasing numbers to form

independent societies and to swell the

ranks of what by then were being called

"faith missions." A related development

was the emergence of independent de-

nominations with a strong focus on mis-

sions.

By 1960 the "center of gravity of Prot-

estant missionary sending agencies" had

shifted sharply away from the mainline

agencies towards parachurch missions

and independent denominations. Today
' the imbalance is overwhelming. Almost

90% of the full-time North American
mission force, as we noted above, oper-

ates outside the councils of churches.

Those mission agencies which send

out across the world the greater number
of missionaries are all parachurch bod-

ies, like Wycliff Bible Translators, or be-

long to independent denominations, like

the Southern Baptists. These two top the

list of the 25 largest. The first large tradi-

tional denomination to appear on the

list, the United Methodist Board of

Global Ministries, is number 20.

Definitions without agreement

We turn now, somewhat reluctantly,

from history to the harder task of grop-

ing for definitions.

Parallels from history must be treated

with caution. It is easy to jump too

quickly from resemblances of form and

function to assumptions of identity. In

the New Testament, for example, the

apostles in Jerusalem were not a Na-
tional Council of Churches. Nor was St.

Paul working for Campus Crusade.



A one-line definition

Long before Calvin's time, Ignatius of

Antioch, bishop of the church which less

than 60 years earlier had sent Paul on

his first missionary journey, left us a

memorable one-line definition of the

Church. He was a strong defender of the

power of bishops, but in a letter written

on his way to martyrdom in Rome about

107 A.D., he returned to the basics.

"Where Jesus Christ is, there is the

Church," he said simply.

There is an echo of the same sentiment

in Irenaeus a generation later. "Where
the Church is, there is the Spirit of God;

and where the Spirit of God is, there is

the Church and every grace." It was an

age closer to the apostles than ours, and

perhaps truer to the apostolic concept of

the Church. Who will deny to

parachurch agencies the presence and

power of Christ and his Spirit?

Then what is the real difference be-

tween church and parachurch?

Some say the difference lies in the fact

that the Church is the whole Body of

Christ, whereas parachurch agencies are

never more than incomplete parts. But

what church today claims to be the

whole Body? There is only one Head —
Christ. All the other parts are precisely

that — parts — the parachurches no less

parts of the one Body than the churches,

and each member of the Body no less

interdependent than all the other mem-
bers.

No more reprehensible

This puts church /parachurch tensions

in a different, less pejorative perspective.

It is unfortunately true that there is as

much organizational tension between
the churches themselves as between
church and parachurch, and one is no
more reprehensible than the other.

Others say that the difference is a mat-
ter of recognition and acceptance by

some higher authority. If so, by what

authority? The word "church" derives

from the Greek kuriakon and simply

means "that which belongs to the Lord."

This could apply equally well to church

or parachurch. Paul's favorite word for

the church, ekklesia, from w’hich the Eng-

lish language derives "ecclesiastic,"

means "a community" or "a called gath-

ering," and Paul never tires of pointing

out that the calling is from God, not

from any human source.

Were not the Protestant denomina-

tions themselves non-churches — or

worse yet, anti-churches — to some
Catholics before Vatican II? But what

On a larger scale , is not the

World Council of Churches a

parachurch agency?

Protestant denomination would accept

the label "parachurch" as if its church-

ness were of an inferior order? To strict

anabaptists, is not any church organiza-

tion beyond the worshiping congrega-

tion a parachurch? But what presbytery

considers itself to be a lower governing

body than a congregation?

On a larger scale, is not the World
Council of Churches a parachurch

agency? Yet in a strange reversal of

roles, membership in such a parachurch

organization is considered by some to be

the authentication of a church.

At the other end of the organizational

spectrum from the WCC is the fast-

growing voluntarism of the "tentmaking

missionaries." This is a model so old

that it traces back to the Apostle Paul,

but so recently revived and organizing

so rapidly that for the first time this edi-

tion of the Handbook will attempt to

track it. (See this 14th Mission Handbook,

'Tentmaking Today," p. 31).
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Pathways to cooperation

Despite these ambiguities of defini-

tion, however, and beyond the confu-

sion they create, there does remain a

feeling of difference between church and

parachurch. But if history leaves us with

tensions, and if our definitions — even

with the guidance of Scripture — lead

us to no Christian consensus, how do
Christians deal with this difference?

One helpful approach is Ralph Win-
ter's "warp-and-woof" analogy, exposed

in a series of pathfinding articles on
“The Two Structures of Mission." In

them he borrows terms from the social

sciences and describes a church as a mo-

dality, and a parachurch agency as a -

sodalilty.

He uses modality to define the general,

formal, inclusive structure of a church,

as embracing all the Christians within it

— young or old, male or female, clergy

or laity — irrespective of their differing

functions. It is a “full community,"
charged with declaring and doing the

whole counsel of God.

Sodalities, however, are voluntary
functional groups, organized for a spe-

cial task or purpose. They "do not by
themselves constitute a self-perpetuat-

ing community." Since they do not pre-

tend to be the "full community," they

can serve several communities, cutting

across the lines of church modalities.

Such would be a missionary order like

the Jesuits — within the papal modality,

but transcending diocesan episcopal mo-
dalities.

A Protestant parallel would be the in-

terdenominational missionary societies,

such as the early American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions,

serving both Congregationalism and
Presbyterianism, or the more modern
"faith" missions.

Ambiguities persist

Winter's irenic thesis is that the

Church needs both modalities and so-

dalities, as woven cloth needs both a

warp and a woof. But he admits that

even this analysis does not clear away
the ambiguities. Sodalities merge into

modalities, as specialized voluntary so-

cieties sometimes become denomina-
tions. And churches — particularly first-

"Service as an arm of the

Church is best." — John Stott

generation churches — often look and

act like sodalities. In fact, humanly
speaking, the whole Church on earth is a

voluntary society.

Another extremely valuable survey of

the problem is a handbook on church-

parachurch relations prepared by the

Lausanne Committee for World Evan-

gelization, entitled Cooperating in World

Evangelization.

Its identification and description of

five major areas of friction is particularly

helpful: (1) "dogmatism about non-es-

sentials," (2) "the threat of conflicting

authorities," (3) "strained relationships,"

(4) "rivalry between ministries," and (5)

"suspicion about finances." The hand-

book analyzes each area of tension in

some detail, with a careful balance of

church and parachurch perspectives.

Better than that, it goes on to suggest

approaches to mutual understanding

and cooperation. "When two groups

(one church, one parachurch) want the

same people, the same programs, the

same dollars and the same authority, a

clash is inevitable and both ministries

suffer." No one organizational pattern of

relationship will solve all the tensions,

but cooperation is absolutely impera-

tive. Speaking from the parachurch side
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of the tension, the Lausanne Committee
was "largely in agreement with the

statement by John Stott that

'independence of the church is bad, co-

operation with the church is better, ser-

vice as an arm of the church is best'."

More study needed

A similar study of the issues should be

undertaken by the churches. Much
thinking remains to be done about the

doctrine of the Church. A better defini-

tion of ecumenics is needed than "inter-

church relations." Until the churches

take parachurch ministries more seri-

ously, they will continue to spin in their

own circles while growth passes them
by.

There was a time when national Chris-

tian councils included delegated, voting

representation from interdenomina-
tional and independent agencies. Then
they became "national councils of

churches," and with the narrowing of the

base came a limiting of vision and a di-

minishing of mission. Perhaps the

churches need both Christian councils

and councils of churches with the two in

constant conversation and interaction,

one focused on outreach, the other on
relationships.

None of the above ways of approach-

ing the tensions will bring in the mil-

lenium, when "the lion shall lie down
with the lamb." Lambs are not even
lying down with lambs at present —
they are all acting like lions. But there

are ways of reducing the tension.

In the absence of a final solution, 1

suggest a few guidelines for consider-

ation. The Far East would call them

proverbs. Like the laws of grace in the

Bible — which are neither all grace nor

entirely law — proverbs seek a balance

of wisdom that is open to seemingly

contradictory facts. These will not dispel

the tensions, but they may help Chris-

tians to deal with them. Each law has

two parts — one speaks to the church,

the other to the parachurch.

Lights to walk by

First: "Power corrupts and absolute

power corrupts absolutely." (That is for

the church). But freedom also corrupts,

and absolute freedom corrupts abso-

lutely. (That is for the parachurch). This

is the law of original sin.

Second: Churches don't grow; their

parts do. But only the relation of the

parts to the whole prevents growth from

becoming deformity. This is the law of

the body and the cells.

Third: "Letthe church be the church,"

and the parachurch, parachurch. When
the church thinks everything it does is

"mission," it is thinking like a

parachurch. When a parachurch thinks

it must do everything, it is acting like a

church. This is the law of defined re-

sponsibility.

And finally: "Though I speak with the

tongues of men and of angels... and...

have all faith so that I can remove
mountains... And though I bestow all

my goods to feed the poor... and have
not love, it profits me nothing."

This is the law of love. It cannot be di-

vided into two parts. Like the Spirit who
gives it, it holds the parts together.
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A matter of definitions

The heart of our problem centers

around the definition of the church, as

Warren suggests in the paragraph we
quoted above. If no agreement can be

reached on so basic a definition as that,

discussion of relationships between
church and parachurch will always end
in frustration. Unfortunately, "church"

is one of the most imprecise words in

the Christian lexicon. And to add the

prefix "para" to it, only makes it fuzzier.

What is a church? This is where the

ambiguities begin. Witness the con-

fusion — both legal and ecclesiastical —
between a church, a confessional body, a

denomination, a congregation, a sect

and a cult. And what is a parachurch? a

voluntary society? a service agency? an

electronic television program? a semi-

nary chapel? a denominational mission

agency? a faith mission? a task force?

The list could go on and on.

A second look at "church"

Not every true believer is content with

John Calvin's classic definition of the

"marks" of the church: faithful preaching

and hearing of the gospel and the ad-

ministration of the sacraments as insti-

tuted by Christ. However much one
may be biased in Calvin's favor, as is the

present writer, it is difficult to stop here.

Once one starts to list the marks of the

true church, to stop with two or to find

agreement on their priority and indis-

pensability is next to impossible. Calvin

himself often added a third mark, disci-

pline, which refers not only to the

church's authority, but to its moral, ethi-

cal and social dimensions.

The Salvation Army, which was origi-

nally parachurch, is now as much or

more truly a church — albeit without
the traditional sacraments — as some
churches with sacraments but without

Christian service to the poor, or others

27

which celebrate the sacraments but have

lost their moral and theological disci-

pline.

Is there a difference?

Calvin at least was right in his willing-

ness to distinguish between essentials

and non-essentials, and in his emphatic

warnings, on the one hand, against

schismatic temper — which is the beset-

"Where Jesus Christ is, there

is the Church" — Ignatius of

Antioch

ting sin of the parachurch — and, on the

other hand, against ecclesiastical arro-

gance — which is an endemic fault in

the churches. The latter he rejected as

"monarchy among ministers," citing

Paul's claim to equality with the Twelve.

Does this suggest that ultimately there

is no difference between church and
parachurch? Not quite, but it does raise

questions. Is the church a worshiping

fellowship of believers? So are many
parachurch organizations. Is the

parachurch a service agency? So are

some churches. Is the church where the

Word of God is faithfully preached? In-

dependent missions do that. So do semi-

naries. And television evangelists.

Too big to be boxed in

Perhaps the Church of Jesus Christ is

too big to be boxed in by Catholic orders

or Protestant reformers.

There are always new dimensions
which we may have overlooked — the

exercise of the Holy Spirit's gifts, the ful-

fillment of God's missionary purpose,

the manifestation of his Kingdom, the

fellowship of the saints, the school of

discipleship, the place of prayer. Like

his person and his work, the Body of

Christ defies adequate description in

human language.



remembered? It was only one in a long series of such conferences. Edin-

burgh 1910 is remembered and its jubilee has been celebrated because —in

retrospect — it was seen as the coming to birth of what we now call the ecu-

menical movement.' But no one. as far as I know, celebrated the jubilee of

the next in the series, the World Missionary Conference of Jerusalem in

1928. Why was Tambaram 1 938 so importan t, so memorable? I think there

are at least four reasons — all ofthem reasons for remembering it today in

our different situation fifty years later, and here 1 am speaking not of its

significance for India where the meeting took place, but of its significance

for the whole ecumenical scene.

1. The first reason. I suggest, is that it was held just at the moment when
the world was reeling towards the appalling events of World War II. China

was already in the grip of a Japanese invasion: that was why the venue had

to be changed at the last minute from China to India. A few months after

the conference Europe was plunged into war. Most people in Europe still

thought of their continent as “Christendom." They saw Christendom, the

family of nations that had called themselves Christian, falling into the de-

monic power of new pagan ideologies. The apparently invincible Nazi war
machine, having subdued and almost crushed the Christian spirit, the

Christian culture of Germany, was now trampling over the whole Euro-

pean continent and destroying everything that had been treasured as — at

least in intention — a Christian civilisation. In those terribly dark days

when — as we know now — the Nazi forces were within a hair’s breadth of

total victory, the meeting at Tambaram stood out in Christian people’s

minds as a sign of hope.

It was not for nothing that William Temple, in his sermon when he was
enthroned as Archbishop of Canterbury during those dark days of war.

spoke of “the great new fact of our time" — namely the fact that a new-

Christendom, a family of Christian churches in every continent and in

every culture, had come into being just at the moment when the old

Christendom was apparently dissolving into chaos. It was the meeting here

at Tambaram. bringing together for the first time a company which credib-

ly represented that new world family of churches, that new Christendom,
which made it possible for Temple to use that phrase. Tambaram stood for

the great new fact. Those of us who lived through those days can never for-

get what new hope, what new courage, what renewal of faith was brought
to the shattered churches of Europe by the new- reality of which Tambaram
was a symbol. That is one reason why it is remembered.

2. If that first reason concerns simply the fact of the conference and its

representative character as a symbol of the great new fact, my second rea-

Ii is an odd irony that the original title of the meeting was The Third Ecumenical Missionary Conference but Angli-
cans objected to the word ‘'ecumenical” and so it was simply re-named ’The World Missionary Conference . and tt

proved indeed to be far more significant than the previous world gatherings of 1S90 and 1900. largely because of the bril-

liant v«!on and planning of its organising secretary. J H Oldham
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son has more to do with tju t heologica l content of the 1938 meeting. By GP
common consent, if there was one name among the theologians involved

which dominated the rest, it was the name of Hendrik Kraemer. From our
perspective fifty years later, we are apt to associate kraemer's name only

w ith the theological controversies that centred around his teaching during

the two decades following the end of the war. the famous controversies

about continuity and discontinuity between the gospel and the religions.

But 1 inv ite y ou to look at the matter from the perspective not of 1988. but

of 1938. Discussion about the theology of missions then was still largely

dominated by the report of the famous Lay men's Enquiry presided over b\

W.E. Hocking. This report proposed a future for missions in which the

name of Jesus would no longer have a central place, except as an illustra-

tion of a sty le of life to be commended to people every w here. But that style

of life was interpreted in such a way that it was hard to distinguish it from
the broad ideals of contemporary liberal democratic capitalism. The busi-

ness of missions was not to seek the conversion of people to Christ, but to

assist all the religions to reconceive themselves around this picture of the

human future. Kraemer's book was — by implication — a direct repudi-

ation of this attempt to domesticate the gospel within Western — Euro-

pean and American — values. It was an aftirmation of the uniqueness, the

decisiveness, the sufficiency of the gospel — of those mighty acts of God.
which have their centre and climax in the incarnation, ministry, and death

and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Kraemer did not claim uniqueness for

Christianity , which is a changing, variegated and ambiguous human phe-

nomenon: he claimed uniqueness for the events that form the substance of

the gospel. In Kraemer's favourite phrase, these events are sui generis.

There may be ideas, stories, myths, legends that reflect the same motives,

but if we are talking about history, about what has actually happened as

distinct from what people have thought and dreamed, there is nothing to

be put alongside this story. The gospel is. strictly , sui generis, unique.

Therefore we have no business trying to domesticate it within our cultures,

our national projects and programmes, no business to confuse it with the

so-called Christian civ ilisation of the west. The gospel is unique, sovereign,

unbound. Our business is to bear w itness to it.

If you will again forgive an autobiographical note, for those.of us who
lived through those day s it is hard to communicate to others the sheer liber-

ation that this simple message brought. We had become accustomed to

what Visser tHooft called “Hyphenated Christianity”. We had been busy

commending Christianity to our contemporaries because it was “relevant
"

to their concerns as they saw them. All our talk was of Christianity and

this, Christianity and that. We were part of the great confusion, the great

betrayal, which had bracketed the gospel with all sorts of causes and inter-

ests. above all the betrayal that had led to two world wars between so-

called Christian nations. Christians in Europe had for long confused or

conflated the Christian faith with their national identity. Throne and altar,
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God and nation had been contused in one blurred image. The phenome-
non of the so-called "German Christians" was only the carrying to its logi-

cal conclusion of that disastrous syncretism between Christianity and the

values of nation and of Western civilisation. The churches had become do-

mestic chaplains to the nations, rather than bearers of the word of God to

the nations.

It was against this European syncretism that Barth had raised his power-

ful (not to say strident) voice. And we must remember that when Barth

used such provocative phrases as his famous chapter heading "Religion as

Unbelief” he was not thinking of the great world religions of which he had

no direct experience; he was talking about the religion all around him. the

religion of liberal Protestant Europe. Kraemer, while having some criti-

cisms to make of Barth, carried this protest into the heart of the missionary

movement through his book and the debates that followed here at Tamba-
ram. His deepest concern was for the integrity of the Christian message,

for its sovereign freedom, and therefore for its sharp separation from the

contemporary confusion between the gospel and the values of Western civ-

ilisation.

Please permit me another autobiographical note. Kraemer always recog-

nised that the most penetrating critic of his position was A.G. Hogg, prin-

cipal of Madras Christian College. Kraemer and Hogg were both, for me.
revered and beloved friends. Both were great missionaries. In the past for-

ty years I have over and over again read and reflected upon their debate

both here at Tambaram and in the following >ears during which both of

them (as in proper dialogue) modified their positions. I find myself more
and more compelled to stand w ith Kraemer.

If we are speaking about religious ideas, or about religious experiences,

then certainly to claim uniqueness and finality for one's own is intolerable

arrogance. Kraemer's whole point is that we are not; we are talking about

facts of history. If, in fact, it is true that almighty God. creator andsustain-

er of all that exists in heaven and on earth, has — at a known time and
place in human history— so humbled himself as to become part of our sin-

ful humanity and to suffer and die a shameful death to take aw ay our sin

and to rise from the dead as the first-fruit of a new creation; if this is a fact,

then to affirm it is not arrogance. To remain quiet about it is treason to our
fellow human beings. If it is really true, as it is, that " the Son of God loved

me and gave himself up for me," how can I agree that this amazing act of

matchless grace should merely become part of a syllabus for the "compar-
ative study of religions”? One can, of course, deny the story. One can say

that it is not fact but legend. But if it is fact it can not be slotted into some
way of understanding the world based on other pre-suppositions; it can on-
ly be the starting-point, the pre-supposition of all our struggle to under-
stand the world, including our struggle to understand the world of the reli-

gions.

Whatever may be the judgement of history on the long debates which.
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following Tambaram. have centred upon kraemer's position, the challenge

which he presented here fifty years ago was a turning point in the history of

the Christian world mission. It meant that the great new fact of which Tam-
baram became a symbol would not be the worldwide spread of colonial

outposts of Western Christendom (as to be frank some Western Christians
thought it should be), but would be a family of churches challenged bv the

gospel itself to make, in each cultural context, the proper response which
the gospel incites.

1 have used the phrase “a world-wide familc of churches" and that leads

me to speak of the third reason we should remember the conference of

1938. It was, we recall, a meeting called by the International Missionarc

Council, and that was not a council of churches. Once again, if we are to

see the significance of the meeting we must suspend our present assump-
tions and think ourselves back into the assumptions of fifty years ago. Mis-

sions. it had long been assumed, were the responsibilitc of missionarc so-

cieties supported by that minority of Christians echo thought they were
important. Missions were a marginal activity on the fringes of churches.

Missions were directed to the planting of churches but the church itself was
not a mission. Churches, the great old churches of the West, were the reli-

gious aspect of the life of their nations: missions were an activity to which

some Christians echo were so inclined that way could decote their energies

and their money

.

3. The conference of 1938 was the point at which it was firmly and de-

cisively affirmed that mission is the responsibility of the_whole church. It was

Bishop Azariah ot Dofnakal. one of the most influential figures at the con-

ference. w ho in his own ministry had shown what it means to be a mission-

ary church, ec ho sounded this note most clearly . In the opening sentence of

his address he used these words:' 1

Thai the Church is the divine society created by God for the continuation in the world of

the work that Jesus Christ began through his life, death and resurrection is a truth that has

not yet received universal recognition.

He event on further to point out that the Faith and Order conference of

the precious year had propounded a definition of the church that was en-

tirely silent about its missionary character. He ended with the affirmation,

so central in his thinking, that if the church must be missionary, so also

must missions be churchlv. The work of the International Missionary

Council and the work of Faith and Order must be brought together, so that

the whole church may move together to finish its divinely given task — to

bring the Jove of God in Christ to a sin-stricken world.

T his message had implications which it took years and decades to trans-

late into practice. In the areas that had been regarded from a Western
point of view as “the mission held", it meant that powerful mission bodies

2 V S Azariah. The place of the church in evangelism, in / vun^elnm (lamharam Series Vol. Ill I. London. OxfordUni-
versity Press. IdVJ, p 32
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had to acknowledge the right and duty of the local church to take over the

responsibility of mission. For the churches in the old Christendom it meant
that they had to learn to be mission to their nations, rather than the

religious dimensions of their nations. This second lesson has been the

hardest to learn. It has hardly been learned even now. Emil Brunner's fa-

mous sentence, ‘‘the Church exists by mission as fire exists bv burning.

"

now seems so obvious as to hardly be worth repeating. It is hard to realise

that fifty years ago it needed to be said, and indeed that it was not easily ac-

cepted. From the side of missions there was strong protest against the Tam-
baram line. Such an outstanding missionary as Stanley Jones was one
among those who vehemently protested. The mission agencies professed

doubt about the capacity of the church to carry the responsibilities of mis-

sion. That doubt has continued among some missionary leaders to the pres-

ent day, and it took nearly twenty-five years after Tambaram for the Inter-

national Missionary Council to become fully integrated with the World
Council of Churches, which it had done so much to bring into being. And
from the side of the churches there was, as there still is. a deep reluctance

to acknowledge in real practice the truth of Brunner's saying. We remem-
ber the 1938 meeting today because it was the moment at which this point

was decisively made, so obvious and yet so much forgotten, that the church

exists by mission as fire exists by burning, or — to put it negatively that an

unmissionary church and an unchurchly mission are both, from the point of

view of the gospel, absurdities. That, I think, is a third reason for remem-
bering the conference of 1938.

4. A fourth and final reason is this: Among the many detailed findings of

that conference there was one in particular that was to have far-reaching

consequences. The Tambaram meeting sharply criticised the work of the

missionary societies over the previous decades for their neglect of theologi-

cal education . Among ail their manifold activities that the "conference re-

viewed, this one. which should have had the highest priority, had been
given only a minor place. The conference challenged the missionary socie-

ties and churches to put this right. That challenge was immediately taken

up here in India by the National Christian Council, which initiated a bold

and far-reaching programme for raising ministerial training throughout In-

dia to a more acceptable level. And, through the inspired leadership of

Charles Ranson, who had master-minded the Indian programme, the chal-

lenge was taken up on a world scale. The creation of the Theological Edu-
cation Fund, and the resulting transformation of the whole enterprise of

ministerial training throughout the world, were among the long-term fruits

of the Tambaram meeting. If Third World theologians are now setting the

pace in many respects for the whole of Christendom, and if it is helping to

correct the long dominance of theologies too much shaped by the Euro-
pean synthesis of gospel and local culture, it is fitting that we remember
that this has been made possible by moves that began in the meeting here
Fifty years ago.

I have suggested four reasons for
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1 have suggested four reasons for remembering what happened here fift\

years ago. It symbolised the coming to the birth of a new Christendom at a

moment when the old Christendom seemed to be almost doomed to de-
struction. It affirmed the sovereign freedom of the gospel and called for an
end to alliances that had entangled its messengers in confusion and com-
promise. It affirmed the church, the whole universal church in all the
world, as the bearer of the gospel to all peoples. And it initiated a new
drive to equip the leadership of the churches everywhere for their task of

confessing Christ in the idiom and language of their ow n cultures

But while it is right to remember these particular elements that made
that conference fifty years ago so significant, it is right to conclude with a

reminder that it was simply seeking to be faithful to those realities which
remain the same in every age: the universality of God's grace and the speci-

ficity of our mission. Some words from the final statement of the confer-

ence on the witness of the church w ill remind us of this, for they are as true

now as they were then

:

The world mission of the Church ... is inherent in the very nature of Christianity. Today
the Church to a greater degree than formerly stands in a missionan relationship to thi

w hole world . . In no land is the cause won Christians standing in humility with their ft -

low men under God's judgment, see all mankind as the object of the Father’s grace. The\
are thus under divine compulsion to proclaim the mercy of God who so loved the worid

that he gave his only-begotten Son that men might be saved: and the Church can onl\ be

obedient to the will of the Good Shepherd if it goes out to all men regardless of creed, or

caste, or colour to proclaim the Kingdom of God. to call people of all faiths by word and
deed into the one life of the Beloved Community

Among the many detailed findings of
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3. Thi authority of thi faith nambaram Scries, Vol. I). London: Oxford University Press, 1939. p 203
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Chapter 2

THE SENDING BODY
How does the Church organize for mission?

By Samuel Hugh Moffett

The two most commonly recognized

forms of organization for mission are

often labeled "church" and "parachurch,"

and some may be surprised that the Mis-

sion Handbook (both the 13th and 14th edi-

tions) does not catalogue the sending

societies in those terms. It simply lists

them alphabetically without regard to

their basic ecclesiastical nature.

There is an advantage to this. It focuses

on our common interests and concerns

rather than our differences. It brings us

closer to the spirit of Jesus' prayer in John
17.

Differences need not be highlighted

But recognition of diversity in the way
Christians organize for mission need not

destroy our unity in Christ. Those who
think of the denominations as being

"church" and the independent and
transdenominational agencies as

"parachurch" will discover in this edition

of the Handbook about 121 of the former

and 643 of the latter. They appear side-by-

side in this same mission resource volume

as significant parts of the worldwide out-

reach of the Body of Jesus Christ. The fact

that differences are not highlighted, and

that together, church and parachurch are

seen as constituting a mission "team" is in

itself cause for thanksgiving.

This does not mean there are no ten-

sions. Nor is there anything new about

their existence. There has always been

friction between the Church and the

voluntary societies which its members
form among themselves for specific ac-

tion. The organized body has frequently

been at odds with its individual members
in mission.

Perhaps it was this tug-of-war between

institutional structures and the function-

al freedom of Christians in mission that

led John R. Mott to urge Christians to "or-

ganize as if everything depended on the

organization, and pray as if everything

depended on prayer." But call it what
you will, this tension between "order and
ardor," between Church and para-church,

between the structure and the individual,

is a creative force as old as Paul's en-

Dr. Samuel H. Moffett was born and raised in Korea where his parents were pioneer mis-

sionaries. Educated at Wheaton College, Moody Bible Institute, Princeton Seminary and Yale

University, he returned to the Orient as a missionary to China. Expelled by the Communists,
he moved to Korea for a distinguished career in theological education, and is now professor of

Histor^ Missions / Ecumenics at Princeton Seminary.
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counter with Peter in Antioch, and as

troublingly contemporary as a 20th cen-

tury Protestant schism.

It can best be understood, therefore, in

a context of history. For "The real essence

of the real Church," as Hans Kung has

written, "is expressed in historical form."

Individualism in ascendancy

Today's statistics suggest that the tides

of history are running in favor of greater

freedom in mission and a loosening of ec-

clesiastically institutionalized ties. This is

an unexpected reversal of a hundred-
year-long trend in North America that

had been moving in precisely the op-

posite direction since about the middle of

the 19th century. (See Earl R. MacCormac,
"An Ecumenical Failure: The Develop-

ment of Congregational Missions and its

Influence upon Presbyterians," in the

Journal of Presbyterian History, vol. 44, no.

4, Dec. 1966, pp. 266-285.)

In 1953, 56% of North America's Pro-

testant career missionaries were con-

nected to national councils of churches

(U.S.A. and Canada), while 44% were
more independently related. But by 1985

the figures had been startlingly reversed.

Only about 12% were in denominational

mission boards represented on the na-

tional councils, whereas the percentage of

independents had doubled from 44% to

88%. (See 13th Mission Handbook, p. 39). If

the emerging "tent-making missionary"

movement is factored in, the momentum
toward individualism is quickening yet

faster.

But how does this present trend com-
pare with the broader sweep of history?

In the first century, a question came up
concerning the relationship between
recognized ecclesiastical authority (the

Twelve) and a highly personalized, but

amazingly effective, mission (Paul's),

which brought forth an eloquent defense

of his ministry to the Gentiles. Paul

recognized the imperatives of (1) a

Church connection, (2) a commissioning

from the congregation in Antioch, and
later, (3) the approval of the leaders in

Jerusalem.

But when Paul's own authority was
questioned, he based the validity of his

call and mission not on the mandate of

Paul's own authority was

based on the revelation of

Jesus Christ

any church in Antioch, or even on the

sanction of the apostles in Jerusalem, but

on the revelation of God in Jesus Christ.

Only in the assurances of a commisioning

beyond the power of any human or-

ganization to give, could he be so bold as

to "oppose [Peter] to his face."

Rome's modus vivendi

In seventh-century England, the ten-

sion between independent and church-

centered outreach brought Celtic and
Roman missions into head-on collision.

The former were far more successful in

converting Scotland and England, but the

latter triumphed in organizing the

Church. It was the Irish monks, singular-

ly unfettered by diocesan controls, who
largely Christianized the British Isles.

But it was a bishop from Rome, Wilfred

of York, who outmaneuvered them at

Whitby in 663-664.

A different, but not altogether dis-

similar, conflict of functional urgencies

and organizational connections in the

ninth century kept Cyril and Methodius

dangling in mid-orbit between Constan-

tinople and Rome, as those two powerful

churches fought for control of the

brothers'successful mission to the Slavs.

The missionaries, however, were more

interested in keeping the project in-

digenously Slavic than in the issue ofwith
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what church it should have its connec-

tion.

After a thousand years of trial and
error, Rome at last faced the fact that

church structures and mission structures

might need differing institutional forms

and a flexible relationship. Beginning

with the Franciscans and Dominicans in

the 13th century, and the Jesuits in the

16th, the Pope began to grant autonomy
from lesser ecclesiastical authority than

his own to a whole multitude of mission-

ary orders (voluntary societies for mis-

sion).

Freed from jealous ecclesiastical con-

trols, these missionary societies exploded

in outreach across the world, far beyond
the borders of Christendom. It is true that

the pattern of the Roman Catholic orders

had its own problems. At one unfor-

gettable point in church history, the Pope
dissolved the entire Jesuit Society! But it

has served admirably as a missionary

model to this day.

Protestant reformers lag behind

Had Martin Luther not reacted against

the missionary orders — especially the

Dominicans and Franciscans, as in his

preface to Alber's The Fool's Mirror.. - the

first 250 years of Protestantism might not

have been so astonishingly sterile in mis-

sionary outreach. Without a structure for

missionary ministry comparable to the

orders, Protestantism turned in upon it-

self, as a church in mission among the

churched, and left the world to the untir-

ing friars and the Jesuits.

t is significant that when the Lutheran

monarch Frederick IV of Denmark looked

about for his first foreign missionaries in

1706, he went not to the organized
church, but to the independent Pietists,

and offical Lutheranism thundered
against the folly of a mission to savages.

The voluntary mission society, supported
by no single church body, remained the

dominant German pattern up into the

1950's.

Anglicans, less anti-Catholic and more
pragmatic than Luther, proved more
flexible than the continental Lutheran

and Reformed churches. They eventual-

ly allowed two different missionary

societies within their one church - the

older Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel, for the more establishment-

minded, and a new Church Missionary

Society for the more independent "evan-

gelicals."

An "even-tempered ... plurality"

Max Warren's article "Why Missionary

Societies and Not Missionary Churches?"

is a beautifully even-tempered defense of

such plurality of mission structures

within the unity of the Church:

"To imagine the religious societies of

the eighteenth century as being in some
way 'in opposition' to the Church, or even

to envisage them in apposition, as being

over against the Church, is to do despite

to the Holy Spirit of God and to his work-

ing in history. It is a wrong interpretation

of the facts... No, official leadership does

not by itself constitute the Church. Nor is

the central administration of a denomina-

tion the Church" (italics his).

Americans were even more innova-

tive. Instead of one church with two mis-

sionary societies, they formed one

Americans were even more

innovative

missionary society for two still-separated

churches -- the Congregationalist and
Presbyterian - and for any others which
might wish to cooperate. The famous
American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Missions, organized in 1810 after

the pattern of the London Missionary
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Society, became the missionary agency

for both denominations. On both sides of

the Atlantic, this type of parachurch
structure of the voluntary mission
societies turned out to be the dominant
form of 19th century Protestant overseas

missions.

An ironic switch in Presbyterianism

But as early as 1837, American Pres-

byterians began to have second thoughts

about independence in mission. A year

later, the Presbyterian General Assembly
tore itself in half over the issue (among
other issues in question) of whether Pres-

byterian missions could properly be

entrusted to an independent agency not

units "liberal" wing remained loyal to the

parachurch society and was drummed
out of the church. The "conservative"

wing, remaining in the assembly.

This was the dominant form

of 19th century Protestant

Missions

separated itself from the highly success-

ful voluntary society for missions, and

formed an equally successful denomina-

tional Board of Foreign Missions. By the

end of the century, mainline church agen-

cies, denominationally controlled, be-

came the ascendant organizational form

of missions.

The 20th century brought an ironic

switch. In the 1930's -- just as the

denominationally controlled mainline

mission boards were proving their ability

to plant flourishing younger churches

around the world — an abrupt reversal of

the trend took place, particularly in North

America.

Earlier, it had been the "liberals" who
championed the parachurch approach to

mission. About a century later, around
the year 1937, it was the "conservatives"

who broke away from the denominations

in ever-increasing numbers to form inde-

pendent societies and to swell the ranks

of what by then were being called "faith

missions." A related development was
the emergence of independent denomin-

ations with a strong focus on missions.

By 1960 the "center of gravity of Protes-

tant missionary sending agencies" had
shifted sharply away from the mainline

agencies towards parachurch missions

and independent denominations. Today
the imbalance is overwhelming. Almost

90% of the full-time North American mis-

sion force, as we noted above, operates

outside the councils of churches.

The mission agencies which send out

across the world the greater number of

missionaries are all parachurch bodies,

like Wycliff Bible Translators, or belong

to independent denominations, like the

Southern Baptists. These two top the list

of the 25 largest. The first large tradition-

al denomination to appear on the list, the

United Methodist Board of Global Mini-

stries, is number 20.

Definitions without agreement

We turn now, somewhat reluctantly,

from history to the harder task of groping

for definitions.

Parallels from history must be treated

with caution. It is easy to jump too quick-

ly from resemblances of form and func-

tion to assumptions of identity. In the

New Testament, for example, the apostles

in Jerusalem were not a National Council

of Churches. Nor was St. Paul working

for Campus Crusade.

The heart of our problem centers

around the definition of the church, as

Warren suggests in the paragraph we
quoted above. If no agreement can be

reached on so basic a definition as that,

discussion of relationships between

church and parachurch will always end

in frustration. Unfortunately, "church" is
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There is an echo of the same sentiment

in Irenaeus a generation later. "Where the

Church is, there is the Spirit of God; and
where the Spirit of God is, there is the

Church and every grace." It was an age

closer to the apostles than ours, and per-

haps truer to the apostolic concept of the

Church. Who will deny to parachurch

agencies the presence and power of

Christ and his Spirit?

Then what is the real difference be-

tween church and parachurch?

Some say the difference lies in the fact

that the Church is the whole Body of

Christ, whereas parachurch agencies are

never more than incomplete parts. But

what church today claims to be the whole
Body? There is only one Head -- Christ.

All the other parts are precisely that -

parts — the parachurches no less parts of

the one Body than the churches, and each

member of the Body no less interdepen-

dent than all the other members.

No more reprehensible

This puts church/parachurch tensions

in a different, less pejorative perspective.

It is unfortunately true that there is as

much organizational tension between the

churches themselves as between church

and parachurch, and one is no more
reprehensible than the other.

Others say that the difference is a mat-

ter of recognition and acceptance by some
higher authority. If so, by what
authority? The word "church" derives

from the Greek kuriakon and simply
means "that which belongs to the Lord."

This could apply equally well to church

or parachurch. Paul's favorite word for

the church, ekklesia, from which the Eng-

lish language derives "ecclesiastic,"

means "a community" or "a called gather-

ing," and Paul never tires of pointing out

that the calling is from God, not from any
human source.

Were not the Protestant denomina-

tions themselves non-churches — or

worse yet, anti-churches — to some Catho-
lics before Vatican n? But what Protes-

tant denomination would accept the label

"parachurch" as if its churchness were of

an inferior order? To strict anabaptists, is

not any church organization beyond the

worshiping congregation a parachurch?

But what presbytery considers itself to be

a lower governing body than a congrega-

tion?

On a larger scale, is not the

World Council of Churches a

parachurch agency?

On a larger scale, is not the World
Council of Churches a parachurch agen-

cy? Yet in a strange reversal of roles,

membership in such a parachurch or-

ganization is considered by some to be the

authentication of a church. At the other

end of the organizational spectrum from

the WCC is the fast-growing voluntarism

of the "tentmaking missionaries." This is

a model so old that it traces back to the

Apostle Paul, but so recently revived and

organizing so rapidly that for the first

time this edition of the Handbook (No.14)

will attempt to track it. (See 14th Mission

Handbook, 'Tentmaking Today," p. 29).

Pathways to cooperation

Despite these ambiguities of defini-

tion, however, and beyond the confusion

they create, there does remain a feeling of

difference between church and
parachurch. But if history leaves us with

tensions, and if our definitions — even

with the guidance of Scripture — lead us

to no Christian consensus, how do Chris-

tians deal with this difference?

One helpful approach is Ralph Win-
ter's "warp-and-woof" analogy, exposed

in a series of pathfinding articles on "The

Two Structures of Mission." In them he
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one of the most imprecise words in the

Christian lexicon. And to add the prefix

"para" to it, only makes it fuzzier.

What is a church? This is where the am-
biguities begin. Witness the confusion -

both legal and ecclesiastical -- between a

church, a confessional body, a denomina-
tion, a congregation, a sect and a cult.

And what is a parachurch? a voluntary

society? a service agency? an electronic

television program? a seminary chapel? a

denominational mission agency? a faith

mission? a task force? The list could go
on and on.

A second look at "church"

Not every true believer is content with

John Calvin's classic definition of the

"marks" of the church: faithful preaching

and hearing of the gospel and the ad-

ministration of the sacraments as in-

stituted by Christ. However much one

may be biased in Calvin's favor, as is the

present writer, it is difficult to stop here.

Once one starts to list the marks of the true

church, to stop with two or to find agree-

ment on their priority and indispen-

sability is next to impossible. Calvin

himself often added a third mark, dis-

cipline, which refers not only to the

church's authority, but to its moral, ethi-

cal and social dimensions.

The Salvation Army, which was
originally parachurch, is now as much or

more truly a church - albeit without the

traditional sacraments -- as some chur-

ches with sacraments but without Chris-

tian service to the poor, or others which
celebrate the sacraments but have lost

their moral and theological discipline.

Is there a difference?

Calvin at least was right in his willing-

ness to distinguish between essentials

and non-essentials, and in his emphatic

warnings, on the one hand, against schis-

matic temper — which is the besetting sin

of the parachurch — and, on the other

hand, against ecclesiastical arrogance -

which is an endemic fault in the churches.

The latter he rejected as "monarchy
among ministers," citing Paul's claim to

equality with the Twelve.

Does this suggest that ultimately there

is no difference between church and
parachurch? Not quite, but it does raise

questions. Is the church a worshiping fel-

lowship of believers? So are many
parachurch organizations. Is the

parachurch a service agency? So are

some churches. Is the church where the

Word of God is faithfully preached? In-

dependent missions do that. So do semi-

naries. And television evangelists.

Too big to be boxed in

Perhaps the Church of Jesus Christ is

too big to be boxed in by Catholic orders

or Protestant reformers. There are always

new dimensions which we may have

overlooked — the exercise of the Holy

Spirit's gifts, the fulfillment of God's mis-

sionary purpose, the manifestation of his

Kingdom, the fellowship of the saints, the

school of discipleship, the place of prayer.

Like his person and his work, the Body of

Christ defies adequate description in

human language

"Where Jesus Christ is, there

is the Church;" — Ignatius of

Antioch

Long before Calvin's time, Ignatius of

Antioch, bishop of the church which less

than 60 years earlier had sent Paul on his

first missionary journey, left us a

memorable one-line definition of the

Church. He was a strong defender of the

power of bishops, but in a letter written

on his way to martyrdom in Rome about

107 A.D., he returned to the basics.

"Where Jesus Christ is, there is the

Church," he said simply.
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borrows terms from the social sciences

and describes a church as a modality, and
a parachurch agency as a sodalilty.

He uses modality to define the general,

formal, inclusive structure of a church, as

embracing all the Christians within it-

young or old, male or female, clergy or

laity- irrespective of their differing func-

tions. It is a "full community," charged
with declaring and doing the whole coun-
sel of God.

Sodalities, however, are voluntary
functional groups, organized for a special

task or purpose. They "do not by them-
selves constitute a self-perpetuating com-
munity." Since they do not pretend to be
the "full community," they can serve

several communities, cutting across the

lines of church modalities. Such would
be a missionary order like the Jesuits —
within the papal modality, but trans-

cending diocesan episcopal modalities.

A Protestant parallel would be the in-

terdenominational missionary societies,

such as the early American Board ofCom-
missioners for Foreign Missions, serving

both Congregationalism and Pres-

byterianism, or the more modern "faith"

missions.

Ambiguities persist

Winter7

s irenic thesis is that the Church
needs both modalities and sodalities, as

woven cloth needs both a warp and a

woof. But he admits that even this

analysis does not clear away the am-
biguities. Sodalities merge into

modalities, as specialized voluntary
societies sometimes become denomina-
tions. And churches - particularly first-

generation churches -- often look and act

like sodalities. In fact, humanly speaking,

the whole Church on earth is a voluntary

society.

Another extremely valuable survey of

the problem is a handbook on church-

parachurch relations prepared by the

Lausanne Committee for World Evan-

gelization, entitled Cooperating in World

Evangelization. Its identification and
description of five major areas of friction

is particularly helpful: (1) "dogmatism
about non-essentials," (2) "the threat of

conflicting authorities," (3) "strained

relationships," (4) "rivalry between mini-

stries," and (5) "suspicion about finances."

The handbook analyzes each area of ten-

sion in some detail, with a careful balance

of church and parachurch perspectives.

Better than that, it goes on to suggest

approaches to mutual understanding and
cooperation. "When two groups (one

church, one parachurch) want the same
people, the same programs, the same dol-

lars and the same authority, a clash is in-

evitable and both ministries suffer." No
one organizational pattern of relationship

"Service as an arm of the

Church is best.

"

will solve all the tensions, but cooperation

is absolutely imperative. Speaking from

the parachurch side of the tension, the

Lausanne Committee was "largely in

agreement with the statement by John

Stott that 'independence of the church is

bad, cooperation with the church is bet-

ter, service as an arm of the church is

best'."

More study needed

A similar study of the issues should be

undertaken by the churches. Much think-

ing remains to be done about the doctrine

of the Church. A better definition of

ecumenics is needed than "interchurch

relations". Until the churches take

parachurch ministries more seriously,

they will continue to spin in their own
circles while growth passes them by.

There was a time when national Chris-

tian councils included delegated, voting
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representation from interdenominational

and independent agencies. Then they be-

came "national councils of churches,” and
with the narrowing of the base came a

limiting of vision and a diminishing of

mission. Perhaps the churches need both

Christian councils and councils of chur-

ches with the two in constant conversa-

tion and interaction, one focused on
outreach, the other on relationships.

None of the above ways of approach-

ing the tensions will bring in the mil-

lenium, when "the lion shall lie down
with the lamb." Lambs are not even lying

down with lambs at present -- they are all

acting like lions. But there are ways of

reducing the tension.

In the absence of a final solution, I sug-

gest a few guidelines for consideration.

The Far East would call them proverbs.

Like the laws of grace in the Bible — which
are neither all grace nor entirely law —

proverbs seek a balance of wisdom that is

open to seemingly contradictory facts.

These will not dispel the tensions, but

they may help Christians to deal with

them. Each law has two parts -- one

speaks to the church, the other to the para-

church.

Lights to walk by

First: "Power corrupts and absolute

power corrupts absolutely." (That is for

the church). But freedom also corrupts,

and absolute freedom corrupts absolute-

ly. (That is for the parachurch). This is

the law of original sin.

Second: Churches don't grow; their

parts do. But only the relation of the parts

to the whole prevents growth from be-

coming deformity. This is the law of the

body and the cells.

Third: "Let the church be the church,"

and the parachurch, parachurch. When
the church thinks everything it does is

"mission," it is thinking like a parachurch.

When a parachurch thinks it must do
everything, it is acting like a church. This

is the law of defined responsibility.

And finally: "Though I speak with the

tongues of men and of angels... and...

have all faith so that I can remove moun-
tains... And though I bestow all my goods

to feed the poor... and have not love, it

profits me nothing."

This is the law of love. It cannot be

divided into two parts. Like the Spirit

who gives it, it holds the parts together.
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